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Introduction

Slovak Union of Visual Arts (Slovak NC) - in
cooperation with EC IAA Europe - organized
during third week of October 2O10 (Oct 13
– Oct 17) regular meeting of the Executive
Committee, Congress Art after Crisis as well
as General Assembly of IAA Europe. Gallery
of Slovak Union of Visual Arts welcomed 31
delegates and observers from 22 European
countries (see list of participants below) and
about 25 guests.
General Assembly was preceded by two
informal meetings of Executive Committee
of IAA Europe (13. – 14. 10.) where Christos
Symeonides (President), Alex Meszmer (Vice-President) and Pavol Kral (Secretary) discussed the preparation of Executive Committee
meeting, Congress and General Assembly of
IAA Europe and possibilities of effective cooperation of President, his Ofﬁce and Secretary.
Executive Committee meeting held in Club
of Artists on October 14 dealt with questions
of budget for Congress and GA in Bratislava,
Congress and GA agenda and IAA Europe
website in ﬁrst part and with questions of strategy and procedure for payment of member
fees and next Executive Committee meeting
in second part.
After Executive Committee meeting all
participants and most of the delegates took
part at welcome drink and enjoyed the opening of exhibition “Lithuanian Contemporary
Art” organized by Slovak Union of Visual Arts
in cooperation with NC Lithuania.
Congress “Art after Crisis” held on October
15 was opened by general director of the art
section of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism
Mrs. Janka Motyčková and Representative of
the European Commission Delegation to Slo-
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vakia, Mrs. Mihaleje-Hromková. Present delegates discussed in working groups on the current situation of artists, seeking ways how to
solve the most pressing problems, conceived
proposals for further resolution. In addition to
these topics comments on the initiative of the
European Commission Green Paper, possibilities for mobility of artists and their works in Europe and to the status of the artist embodied
in the laws of some countries raised.
At 7th General Assembly of IAA Europe
held on October 16 speciﬁc recommendations and statements have been approved
(see shorten version of minutes with conclusions or full version with transcript of recorded
discussions).
Ofﬁcial meetings were ﬁnished with Good-bye dinner in Club of Artists with music
program and Slovak traditional meals and
drinks.
On October 17 Slovak NC organized, for
those who were interested and allowed by
their time and travelling options, group gallery visits in Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum and Gallery Zoya Museum. Unofﬁcial
sightseeing tour through historical center and
lunch concluded IAA Europe session in Bratislava.
This event had a number of media responses: interview about Congress and GA in the
morning broadcast of most-watched commercial Slovak television, interview for Slovak
Radio, short movie posted on Youtube, Facebook and IAA Europe blog and available
on DVD, article in BBK Krant newspaper (PDF
and printed form) informing about event and
article about Danubiana Meulensteen Art
Museum.

IAA EUROPE

The President
P.O.Box 22436
1521 Nicosia
Tel +357 22 466426 fax + 357 22 466424
Email: ekatek@cytanet.com.cy

October 14 – 17, 2010

Bratislava, Slovak republic

INVITATION LETTER
7th GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF IAA EUROPE
To the National Committees of IAA Europe
8th July 2010
Dear colleagues,
Dear Colleagues,

We are pleased to invite the National Committees of IAA Europe to the 7th
General Assembly which will be held in Bratislava, Slovakia, Friday 15 and Saturday 16
October 2010.
Please inform us, as soon as possible, of the delegate or/and observer from
your National Committee who will be participating. You will ﬁnd attached a Registration Form. Please, let us have your reply about your presence by the August 31 (by
e-mail to kozarova@svu.sk).
Information about accommodation are attached so you can make lodge’s
registration as soon as possible.

We wish to inform you that the next General Assembly of IAA Europe will be
held in Bratislava this October, instead of Paris. The Slovakian National Committee will
be sending you more information about the organizing of the next General Assembly
in Bratislava.

Best wishes,
Christos Symeonides

Please note that the IAA Europe ofﬁce together with the Slovak Union of Visual
Arts are organising this year’s General Assembly. The National Committees will need
to cover the costs for travel, accommodation and stay in Bratislava for the delegates
themselves.
Program of the General Assembly
The meeting will take place in building of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, Dostojevskeho rad 2, Bratislava.

President of IAA Europe

Thursday, October 14 :
- arrival and accomodation of members of the Executive Committee
- 15:00 – 19:00 - the Executive Committee meeting of IAA EUROPE which will be
held at the Club of Artists, Dostojevskeho rad 2, Bratislava
- 19:00 - Welcome drink at opening of exhibition Lithuanian Contemporary Art.
Collection of the Lithuanian Artists’ Association in building of Slovak Union of Visual
Arts, Dostojevskeho rad 2, Bratislava.
- arrival and accomodation of the delegates of National Committees and observers
4
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Lithuanian Contemporary Art

Friday, October 15 :
- 9:00 – 18:00 - the Congress of IAA EUROPE which will be held at the building
of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, Dostojevskeho rad 2, Bratislava (open by ofﬁcial representative of Slovak Ministry of Culture)
- 14:00 – 15:00 - break for lunch

Opening of the exhibition
organized by Slovak Union of Visual Arts
and Lithuanian Artists Association

Saturday, October 16:
- 9:00 – 18:00 - the General Assembly of IAA EUROPE which will be held at the
building of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, Dostojevskeho rad 2, Bratislava
- 14:00 – 15:00 - break for lunch
- 20:00 – Good-bye dinner of participants of GA

The exhibition was opened by Pavol Kral (Slovak NC), Eugenijus Nalevaika and Egle
Bertasiene (Lithuanian NC). After an introduction followed musical program and welcome
drink for guests. Opening was attended by approximately 250 guests, except artists from
Lithuania and Slovakia, theorist and friends of visual arts there were the representatives of
Europe‘s cultural organizations, for example Christos Symeonides - President of IAA Europe
(Cyprus), members of the Executive Committee of IAA Europe - Werner Schaub (President
IGBK Germany), Thomas Weis (IGBK Germany), Maria Moroz (NC Poland), Anders Lidén (IAA
World Coordinator for Europe, Sweden), Alex Meszmer - IAA Vice President Europe (Switzerland), Stephan Sude (NC Liechtenstein) with his family, Christian Giordan (NC Monaco), Janis
Spalvins (NC Latvia), Grete Martsein and Hilde Rognskog (NC Norway), Vaclovas Krutinis (NC
Lithuania) and many others. This evening started three-days event: Executive Committee
meetings, Congress Art after Crisis and General Assembly of IAA Europe (14.– 17.10.2010).

Sunday, October 17:
- group visit of gallery, museum
- free program of participants (city sightseeing, boat trip to Vienna…)
- individual departures
The host committee in cooperation with EC IAA Europe will take care of:

Video report from the opening is available at websites:
www.iaa-europe.eu and www.svu.sk

- Renting the meeting rooms: 3 days (Thursday from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., Friday and
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
- Lunches 2 days during the meetings of Congress and GA
- Refreshment and coffee during the meetings of EC, Congress and GA
- Good-bye dinner
With any questions, please do not hesitate to contact:
Ms. Andrea Kozárová, Manager of Slovak Union of Visual Arts and Assistant to
Mr. Pavol Kráľ: kozarova@svu.sk, 00421 915 713 315

We look forward to see you in Bratislava

……………………………………….................
Pavol Kráľ, MA
President of Slovak Union of Visual Arts
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Welcome drink of delegates and observers of IAA-Europe event at Bratislava

October 15, 2010, 9:00 - 18:00

Bratislava, Slovak republic

CONGRESS OF IAA-EUROPE
ART AFTER CRISIS

A G E N D A

9:00

Welcome by the President of Slovak Union of Visual Arts
Welcome speech of the ofﬁcial representative of Slovak Ministry of Culture
Representative of the European Commission in the Slovak Republic
Foreword by the President of IAA Europe

10:00

ART AFTER CRISIS Introduction and statements
Abilities and Possibilities - Obligations and Responsibilities of:
- Each National Committee or Organization
- The European Executive Committee
- The International Executive Committee
National Committees cooperation, their success, deﬁciencies and orientations

10:30
11:30
12:00
13:00

Discussions of working groups
What is the current situation of artists?
What are the urgent problems?
Result presentation
Discussions of working groups
What can be solved nationally and what needs international interference?
How can IAA Europe react to the urgent problems?
Result presentation

13:30 - 14:30 Lunch
14: 30 Green Paper – initiative of European Commisionaire Androula Vassiliou
Comments on Green Paper - IAA, practical use and activties at Slovakia
Activities of European Coalition for Cultural Diversity and International Federation of Coalition
for Cultural Diversity, activities of other culture associations
15:30

Challenges for Mobility - Recommendations from the Visual Artists Sector

16:30

Lithuanian Law on Artistic Creators and their Organizations (statute of artist, main deﬁnitions,
practical use, beneﬁts for artists, problems in implementation in practical life...)

17:30

Questions and answers
Resolution
Closing speech

18:00
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CONGRESS OF IAA-EUROPE
ART AFTER CRISIS

List of delegates and observers
Participant

Organization

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
Germany

Daniela Koweindl
Francis Desiderio
April Britski
Oskar Brůža
Christos Symeonides
Anders Werdelin
Jaan Elken
Werner Schaub
Thomas Weis
Aslaug Thorlacius
Hrafnhildur Sigurdardottir
Janis Spalvinš
Stephan Sude
Eugenijus Nalevaika
Vaclovas Krutinis
Jean-Pierre Adam
Nathalie Adam
Christian Giordan
Rob den Boer
Hans-Joachim Schrőter
Grete Marstein
Hilde Rognskog
Maria Moroz
Pavol Kráľ
Andrea Kozárová
Anders Lidén
Jőran Österman
Alex Meszmer
Bedri Baykam
Selin Aylin Gulay
Sally Sheinman

IG BildendeKunst
NC Belgium
CARFAC
UVU ČR
E.KA.TE.
Billedkunstnernes Forbund
Estonian Artists Association
IGBK Germany
IGBK Germany
Association of Icelandic Visual Artists
Association of Icelandic Visual Artists
NC Latvia
BBKL Liechtenstein
Lithuanian Artists Association
Lithuanian Artists Association
Association des Artistes plastiquens
Association des Artistes plastiquens
Committee des Arts Plastiques
BBK Netherlands
BBK Netherlands
Norwegian Association of Arts
Norwegian Association of Arts
Zwiazek polskich artystow plastykov
Slovak Union of Visual Arts
Slovak Union of Visual Arts
KRO
NC Sweden
Visarte
UPSD Turkey
UPSD Turkey
AIR

Iceland
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Slovakia
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom

M I N U T E S

Congress “Art after Crisis” began at 9:00 by welcoming by the President of Slovak Union of Visual
Arts, Secretary of IAA Europe Pavol Kral.
Pavol Kráľ

Country

Guests
Janka Motyčková
Ľuba Mihaleje – Hromková
Dagmar Srnenská
Judita Csáderová
Michal Bogár
Peter Heriban
Vladimír Šimanovský
Jozef Švoňavský

.....and more

Ministry of Culture Slovakia
European Commission Representation
in Slovakia
Association of Theorist in Slovakia
Association of Slovak Professional
Photographers
Slovak Architects Association
Board of Supervisors of SUVA
SUVA
Slovak Coalition for Cultural Diversity

document from this Congress.

„Ladies and gentlemen, dear friends, let me please welcome you
on behalf of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, NC of IAA in Slovakia, to Congress of IAA-Europe, to Slovakia and Bratislava. It´s nice to see you all
again! Let me please welcome especially President of IAA Europe
Christos Symeonides, Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer, and
our guests: Janka Motyckova, General director of department of art
at Ministry of Culture, and Mrs. Luba Mihaleje-Hromkova representative of European Commission Representation in Slovakia. It is great
honor for me to state, that 25 national committees accepted our invitation and decided to take part at Congress and GA of IAA Europe
here, in Gallery of Slovak Union of Visual Arts. Some of them are supposed to come yet. One of them - Hedva Shemesh, delegate of NC
of Israel - apologized at the last moment and gave her vote to me.
I have informed members of EC about her letter that will be a part of

Before starting with opening speeches of President of IAA Europe and our guests please let me say
- to warm up - some general information about the event and how we suppose to organize it today.
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Pavol Kráľ, Janka Motyčková

Most of you know, that the decision to organize Congress and General Assembly of IAA Europe
here in Bratislava was made by Executive Committee rather late – just in the middle of June this year
in emergency situation, after failing the idea prepare it in Paris. It was not easy situation for us, but I felt
support from the side of members of Executive Committee and from the side of Slovak Union of Visual
Arts the same. I can say on behalf of SUVA that we did our best for creating the appropriate condition
for all of you – members of EC, delegates of NC, observers and guests:
●
We decided to prepare air-condition here – we ﬁnished with that just yesterday in afternoon.
●
Preparing of air-condition forced us to start also with reconstruction of main sources of electricity for the building - we ﬁnished with that also just yesterday.
●
We decided to prepare completely new sound system: wireless microphones, loudspeakers,
equipment for recording speeches directly from microphones – we ﬁnished with that just 2 days before.
●
We decided to start with complete reconstruction of toilets – we interrupted the work yesterday, design of it is not ﬁnished completely.
●
Also the tables and the chairs you are sitting on are only 2 days old.
We ﬁnished so late not because we were lazy before, but because it was very complicated in
this short period from July. This building is a national monument, so it is difﬁcult to start with any reconstruction here: we had to consult it with Ofﬁce for Preservation of Memorials. Excuse us please if something was not done in such conditions absolutely perfect. SUVA spent on it in last two months about 90
thousands Eur. It is not paid of course by IAA, and SUVA made it without any ﬁnancial support from the
side of state.
I hope that you will feel here comfortable and like at home. I would like to introduce my colleagues
who are ready to assist you. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact especially:
●
Andrea Kozarova manager of SUVA and my assistant – you have been in contact with her by
e-mail by now. She helped me a lot with preparing and organizing of this event,
●
Lucia Grejtakova, new accountant and assistant of manager of SUVA; she will assist you with
the second microphone if any of you would like to discuss. Please don‘t speak without microphone:
everything said with microphone will be recorded. We would like to prepare the document after event
with main speeches, ideas, questions and answers, conclusions, decisions or recommendations.
●
There are present also President of Slovak Coalition for Cultural Diversity – Jozef Svonavsky,
President of Association of Theorist of Art Dagmar Srnenska, members of Council or EC of SUVA, representative of architects and other art associations in Slovakia.
I would like to introduce very brieﬂy also this place. The building is property of SUVA and one of the
oldest culture institutions at Slovakia. History of the building started at the years 1925 - 26, when it was
built by art association of Slovak artists – UBS. It is ﬁrst building built at Slovakia in the style of functionalism. It was used for art exhibitions and culture events all the time without interrupting. There were held
many important events. It can be said that in this exhibition hall started Velvet revolution at Slovakia
in the year 1989: there was held ﬁrst meetings of people in November 1989, there started creation of
public movement Public against Violence that mostly helped to bring back democracy and freedom
to Slovakia.
There is also Club of artists at the second ﬂoor – we have opened it 2 years ago. There is possibility
for you to have some drinks there. Club is open from 3 o´clock P.M to 1 o´clock after midnight. There
will be good-bye party at Saturday evening.
At the ground ﬂoor and in the garden there is the restaurant. We are preparing a reconstruction
also of this area, we started with competition to prepare project of it. There is prepared a lunch for all
participants of this event today and tomorrow from 13:30, at the restaurant down or in the garden – it
depend on the weather.
We suppose to have ﬁrst coffee break from 11 to 11:20 at the entrance hall.
Second coffee break (and small refreshment) is prepared for you from 16:00.
I think it is enough for very beginning. Now I would like to ask Mrs. Janka Motyckova, General director of department of art to say a few words on behalf of Ministry of Culture Slovak republic.“
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Janka Motyckova - General director of department of art at Ministry of Culture (Slovakia):
“Ladies and gentlemen, dear congress participants, creators and friends of visual arts,
please, accept my warmest greetings not only
as ofﬁcial representative of Slovak Ministry of culture but also as fan and admirer of quality good
art. The main title of congress „Art after crisis“ rise
a slight smile on my face. I talked to myself, this
is called positive thinking. We have difﬁcult times
now, but this won‘t last forever and we need to
think ahead.
As a person working in government, I realize
what is Slovak economy currently passing through
and how painfully hit some necessary regulations not only our country but also many countries in the
world. I know, how thousands of people are struggling with unemployment and every day is ﬁght for
existence for them. But I also know that in time of crisis (or especially those times) people need to
compensate their everyday difﬁculties. They need to recharge their batteries, relax, include pleasant
and uplifting experience in their everyday routine. Some of them need catharsis, others are looking
for answers to their questions, another like being provoked…This may be provided with arts. Choice is
great, quality? Varies….
I also questioned myself: “How will art continue after crisis? How should State behave? How should
behave artists themselves? Will we ﬁnd generous, but cautious sponsors of art again?”
I think it‘s up to each of participating groups. I know how life of visual artists in Slovakia looks like.
I know that only few of them earn only by their creative work, their art. Yesterday I had in my hands
statistics about means that Slovak households spend on art (generally, thus literature, theater, music
– CD…). Visual art is unfortunately still at the end and probably situation is also same in other countries.
I also know, how difﬁcult is searching sponsors in these times, when they are without motivation.
State should change his approach ﬁrst. These days and week we discuss about support for visual
arts at Ministry of Culture and we are going to continue with lively discussions in next months. We would
like to initiate changes in Law on Income Tax to advantage purchase of original artworks in the future.
It is very hard work, according to current trend which is opposite to it, I mean bringing taxes to state
treasury. But we want to ﬁght. We would like to reintroduce obligation for builders and developers
which existed here before 1989. It means to introduce mandatory percentage from costs of public
buildings, which should be used for buying artworks placed there. Nowadays we often witness that
new buildings grown in Slovakia very quickly in last years are lacking the cultural dimension. You can
see strict functionality everywhere, bud nothing to please the eye and soul – mosaics, stained glasses,
sculptures, fountains…This is what State can do for visual arts and to bring it from pedestal of unavailability closer to people.
Now the little bit different example. To explain it, let me please tell you one personal experience
from last days. Although I spent most of my working life here in capital city, I was born and grew up in
countryside, in picturesque village in Eastern Slovakia, its name is not important. Same as many other
villages in Eastern Slovakia, this one also was and still is ﬁghting with unemployment, leaves of young
people to larger cities. But in recent years is more and more beautiful. People really try to help it. New
road communications are built, public buildings are restored. People are somehow more proud to live
here…
I visited my native village on Saturday, met old friends, people I knew before. I was not there by
chance. My friend – visual artist and architect, also a native (lives and works in Bratislava as I do)
undertook a bold step a organized in that village exhibition of his paintings. It should be actually ﬁrst
author s exhibition which took place in the village. Few days before he called and told me about his
worries how will people perceive his exhibition. He was worried if people will be willing to change their
duties and often hard work for visiting exhibition.
He was wrong. When I was arriving to opening, I noticed crowd. My ﬁrst idea was that some other
action takes place here, maybe wedding…

Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) said that we should not forget cultural diversity and tolerance – we have more regional problems. If we talk about
mobility, there are many problems in Turkey. Turkish artists have visa
problems, for example they have to prove if artist has a house and so
on... For government art is not a priority. There is also problem of mobility
of artworks. Turkey is like a ghost – is or isn’t in EU at the same time. The
history is presented and created by 5 big nations and he perceives it as
the oppression for other countries.

Bedrí Baykam

Then a speech by representative of European Commission Representation in Slovakia – Mrs. Luba
Mihaleje-Hromkova followed. She stressed the importance of culture in the EU, pointed out the meaning of considering cultural diversity and interpreted interest of the European institution in an active
dialogue. To all present delegates she wished fruitful discussion and every success in their work.

ed the main questions:

•

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) pointed out:
that he art is for everybody – our obligation to participate a discussion.
As National Committees we need a constant collaboration. He repeat-

How to face these problems? What we can do? What are our responsibilities?
Coffee break

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) conﬁrmed by his own experience words of Mrs. Mihaleje-Hromková related to
the interests of the EU institutions in a constructive dialogue: In May this year he attended a working
meeting of several representatives of European Coalition for Cultural Diversity with representatives of
the Cabinet of Commissioner for Culture Androulla Vassiliou and the next meeting with representatives
of the Cabinet of European Commissioner for Trade, which evaluated positive. He expressed opinion,
that artists should contact European commission with words: “We should be more ambitious, if we
have some ideas we should say it more often and more loudly”.
Mrs. Mihaleje-Hromkova responded with example from pharmaceutical industry. Artists should
adopt their approach, create a strong lobby, avoid being silent, make comments, and harmonized
statements. If they are silent, people don’t know their problems.
Christos Symeonides

explained his colleagues how he got the idea to name the Congress
“Art after Crisis”. He was inspired by discussions about crisis of market
in general, conference Art in Crisis organized by students who invited
professors, people from galleries and stated that artist is alone, thinking
about artists (between 35 – 50 years) who are living from their artistic activities and ﬁnally by the idea that the best way is always work together.
He outlined the way how participants of Congress will work today – 5 or
6 working groups will be set up and their members will try to bring solutions what can be solved nationally and internationally, at the end of
the meeting these groups will present results.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) stressed that we all should cooperate as efﬁciently as possible, reminded the abilities and responsibilities of each of present delegates and observers as members of national committees. NCs need a constant collaboration and answers to questions
how to face current problems, what we can do and what are our responsibilities? At the end there
should be presentations of results in form of resolutions.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) thanked to Janka Motyckova, emphasized the good cooperation in joint
efforts to improve conditions for art in Slovakia and commented this speech saying that we need a
support from public. The idea of meeting of IAA was to talk about art. It is very important to talk how
it looks like in other countries, we have a chance to talk about ideas, what we want to say, what we
want to change.

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus)
thanked to Slovak NC, especially to President of Slovak
Union of Visual Arts and organizers who, in his opinion, did
for IAA Europe their best. Now we should pay attention to all
representatives, join our minds; no one can make it individually. We have to face the crises, but not only ﬁnancial crisis,
but crisis in our hearts. We can create, our point is individual
artist everywhere, and the question is how can we support
them?

Vice-President of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland)

Alex Meszmer

No, those people came for opening. It was amazing to observe them, how they are interested in
paintings, debate about motives, colors, feeling and emotions caused by images….
Those people had no art or art historian education and nobody wanted from them to fully understand this art, to recognize what techniques author used, if the composition is correct….Most important fact was, they were interested in it. As many knew this artist personally, they were not afraid to
give him questions openly, non-professional, perhaps naively. Same as children ask, when they explore
the world…Many people knew family history of this artist and found answers and feelings that led his
brush in his paintings. And that disarmed them.
It‘s also my wish that visual art would not be only for limited number of artists and professional critics,
I mean those who “understand” it. Let the artists speak about their art, let them express, why they did
it that way. I do not agree with opinion, that visual art does not need words. We should talk about it
as much as possible, promote it, publicize, explain if necessary. Let it gets closer to people. Man is by
nature curious, but if he feels that is not able to understand something and cannot get answers to his
questions, he turns inward and stops being interested.
Many institutions such as galleries and museums get this message. Gallery education, lectures,
meetings with artists – this is a trend which should be followed. It should become everyday part of
our lives. We should lead not only children, also adults of all ages, people of all professions, interests.
Maybe many artists cannot imagine to discuss about their art. I see that they use colors, shapes, materials, compositions to express their feelings…but we have to talk about art, if we want to bring it closer
to people…and that is what we want….”
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Stephan Sude

After coffee break, present delegates started to gather in working groups – tables and chairs arranged in corners of Great hall, Foyer and Small hall of Gallery of SUVA.
Members of working groups were looking for answers to these questions:

•
•
•
•

What is the current situation of artists?
What are the urgent problems?
What can be solved nationally and what needs international interference?
How can IAA Europe react to the urgent problems?

Thomas Weis (Germany) summarized the main ideas of FIRST WORKING GRUOP‘S (Germany, Latvia, Iceland, Lithuania, Sweden) discussion:

There are many problems that are completely different, for example
the smallest countries are the richest countries in EU, so they have different problems that the bigger ones. There is also a problem of borders,
there’s not enough space to show, exhibit art (the same problem is in
Lichtenstein, we have to go out, and there are no possibilities to exhibit). Another problem is lack of transparency in funding. The art is like
a product and being an artist means also social problems and it focus
on artistic policy. The basic problem is no ﬁnancial strength of artists - we
need more important artists, now is the “middle class artist” who is doing
most of work. Politics don’t regard, notice the problems of artists, there are possibilities, but there is a
crisis and situation is not favorable for artists. Most of the artists have a second job, and there’s another
problem: if you wanted to work as an art teacher 5 years ago there was no problem. Now it is harder,
you need a certiﬁcate, you need a qualiﬁcation .Discussions about the problematic issues must be
performed on the higher level.
SECOND WORKING GRUOP

Thomas Weis

Then all participants tried to summarize the outputs of the discussions, each group was presenting
and the other had to pay attention whether the all things were said.

Stephan Sude (Liechtenstein) summarized the main ideas of SECOND
WORKING GROUP‘S (Canada, Monaco, Liechtenstein, Norway) discussion:

There is one common thing in many countries – art has a low priority, it is not the priority of government today. In many countries there
can be observed that the laws are not respected strictly: In post-communistic countries there’s a lack of transparency, corrupted system,
problems with funding. Iceland – art in public buildings – laws are not
accepted.
Regarding visa problems, there were, for example, good relationships with other countries but nowadays is very difﬁcult to maintain
these relations, to continue because of visa process.

Daniela Koweindl (Austria) summarized the main ideas of THIRD
WORKING GROUP‘S (Austria, United Kingdom, Denmark, Turkey, Germany, Poland) discussion:
The discussion was focused on different problems: Question of mobility, of artists and artworks – differs from country to country. Great problem we found is social status of visual artist (social insurance is different in EU member states), unemployment of artists. Political scene and
political changes matters, parties change their attitude to funding, in
Turkey there is ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial way of funding (funding practically
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Daniela Koweindl

FIRST WORKING GRUOP

Interesting example from practice: in Iceland work the funds now better than before crisis.

We also propose contact on behalf of IAA Europe directly the EU institutions– we should be partners
for them. IAA Europe should try to seek and ask for ﬁnancial help from the EU structures for support of
international cooperation – meetings, exhibitions. Web site should be open to public. Very important
is to invite representatives of other cultural organizations to be participants or guest of congress to get
involved in European discussion and be more successful in European collaboration.
FOURTH WORKING GRUOP

Selin Ailyn Gulay (Turkey) added information that they have discussed the solutions: Artists have ﬁnancial problems, they need a
backup from international / national communities. There’s need to
organize workshops and other events to provide information about
happenings, open groups to be able to discuss, forums on Facebook
for example. There is also need to maintain the contacts between the
artists, architects, musicians and also politicians and government.

THIRD WORKING GRUOP

Selin Ailyn Gulay

doesn’t exist). In Poland – problems concerned to taxis related to art. Regarding the problems in Austria – social security and mobility questions).

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) responded to the ideas of working groups by
question how to face the problems. Groups were suggesting the collaboration between artists therefore the committees have to have a closer contact throughout the meetings with artists. The media
should be another way to achieve some kind of results. Every country should have a right to participate in committees, but many countries don’t have enough money to support the art. We still have
some problems with committees in different countries, we need to make committee more ﬂexible to
be able to communicate effectively.

FIFTH WORKING GRUOP

Vice-President of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) summarized the main ideas of FIFTH
WORKING GROUP‘S (Estonia, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, Iceland) discussion:

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) summarized the main ideas of FOURTH WORKING GROUP‘S (Slovakia, Cyprus,
Turkey) discussion:
There is constant problem of public space, where quality is important. The duty of government is to
support professional artists, to prefer them against non-professionals, to promote art in public spaces
and buildings.
He read draft of proposal of recommendation: We recommend / ask on behalf of IAA Europe national authorities to support professional artists preferring them to amateurs in cases like art for public
spaces, public buildings, spiritual spaces and so on and accept the rule that especially at important
places the artist should be chosen by competition, because It would lead to better quality of it.
There is an idea to prepare the list of institutions in each country where IAA identity card is accepted to make the access to information easier.
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Lunch in Restaurant UMELKA

We discussed similar problems and one of the biggest is mobility and visa problem. Basic problem is customs; people need more information on international level, we should set up web site and
other communicational tools. Regarding social security, in Switzerland, you need to start to work as a
teacher, one is not allowed to stay unemployed. Other problematic issues are for example copyright
and lack of ﬁnancial support and art market in Iceland, fee for artists if they exhibit in Sweden, no art
market Estonia (artists have to travel to another countries). Unfortunately we can’t do much with political situation.

Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) commented social status of an artist and
security system. She said that there is
a need of special rules for artists who
pay same taxes as the others, but
can’t get anything back, on the other
side cannot stay unemployed. Now
the artists are categorized in taxis class
as the entertainers. They have low salaries, one can be an artist only as a part time job or hobby.

Discussions continued after lunch break when Alex Meszmer proposed to create other working
groups:
Social security (one of the burning problems) – leader: Daniela Koweindl
Mobility of artworks – leader: Thomas Weis
Censorship and the strategies IAA can do against it – leader: Selin Aylin Gulay
Artists and their rights and copyright – leader: Stephan Sude
Communication and strategies research (how to combine knowledge and information and
promote better communication – leader: Alex Meszmer

Stephan Sude (Liechenstein) noted that Lichtenstein is the smallest
country and artists cannot ﬁnance social securities. They need partners, for example Switzerland.

Report from “Mobility of artworks” working group
Thomas Weis (Germany) summarized the arguments of working group in relation to conference on
mobility of artworks (Linz, 2009):
problem with customs, they don’t know where to ﬁnd information
what can international association do, what can we solve internationally? how we could make
customs more transparent
need to start the discussion we can start by customs, UNESCO and Florence agreements
Joran Osterman

Werner Schaub

Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) informed of situation in his country: Turkey is a secular country but in other
hand is Islamic. There is key problem with censorship, for example editor in Ankara is in jail for 2 years,
television chairmen that opposed government is in prison, whole atmosphere became oppressive.
Millions of people on cell phones only tap messages, don’t want to talk. We need to establish potential solidarity, we need support, be more informed. Again, there is a visa problem for the professional
artists.
Werner Schaub (Germany) pointed that the situation of the artists has changed. One aspect is social system, German delegates will
have a meeting with parliament next month. Next topic is the system
of taxes. He used an example with the retail of cars and asked: If
nobody wants to buy to car, you have to ﬁnish production. If there’s
nobody who wants to buy an artwork?
Vice-President of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) pointed
out the problem with media which have possibility to change the public opinion. Now the certain topics are not discussed anymore. Only
big things are discussed, but exhibitions are not mentioned at national
level.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) mentioned
the young artist’s situation. Art exhibitions are organized by philanthropic organizations, they ask artist
to offer the work for free.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) Invited on behalf of Slovak NC participants and guests for lunch.
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Joran Osterman (Sweden) added other points:
- there are not so many problems with transport in European Union, problem is to make a timeline, a lot of time to plan an exhibition
- problems with transport companies and stolen artworks
- searching for way how to make a contact with a galleries
Examples of problems in practice were mentioned by:
Jaan Elken (Estonia) who has many
experiences with organization of exhibitions abroad and had to face
problem with an exhibition and transportation of Russian artworks, it was
prohibited to export Russian art in past. Next example: transport to USA
costs sometimes more than artworks – 700 Euros per box. Other personal experience: ﬂy was canceled one day before the exhibition, he
wanted to take the artworks to Istanbul. What should he do? Should
he carry the paintings as a hand luggage? In his opinion, it is not normal. 20 years ago Irish airlines reserved in each ﬂight in each luggage
room a place for art, maybe they have changed it already.

Jaan Elken

Aslaug Thorlacius

Grete Marstein (Norway): We discussed the economic situation of
artists – low social standing in society, social security, beneﬁts, we are
always last in line. How to develop economic situation of the artists?

Grete Marstein

After these reports, forum for further discussions was opened and following contributions were presented:

group discussed some examples in sport world where is no problem with visa.

Final proposals of “Mobility of artworks” working group:

Janis Spalvins (Latvia) who is making effort to communicate in diplomatic way with Belarusian institutions, but has no success until now.
Sometimes his team stayed one day on borders because of Belarusian
controls, the East is same as during the communist epoch. They don’t
respect us – Belarusian exhibition in Latvia is without control comparing
to ours. Only diplomatic post can guarantee this kind of international
exhibition, this is the only way.
Joran Osterman (Sweden) added that there are so may regulations, costs, for example in Japanese customs.
Thomas Weis (Germany) informed about situation in Germany,
where they have discussed this problem and have to communicate
and exchange the experience. German artist‘s organizations have
good relation with airlines: airlines are like a sponsor, they take the
artworks for free. The most important thing is to have information, this
is task of international association to inform the artists about the possibilities – they should provide it
online, prepare a hand book, this is what we will try to do. Each artist have his / her own questions but
we have to share examples of good practice. For example Irish association has a very good web site
with information about the mobility.
Jaan Elken (Estonia) mentioned that mobility means also living temporary abroad and it‘s very expensive – artists have to keep the work places, so they don’t want to travel abroad. Some artist have
several jobs in the same time, they cannot effort it, must plan it two years ahead. He has experience
with French bureaucracy that causes the problems with the exhibitions in Paris, he tried to exhibit in
France, but was not successful. Such project costs lot of money: to rent a studio, space to exhibit,
regular costs…
Janis Spalvins (Latvia) stressed the importance of artist‘s resident exchange and partner towns, for
example Riga has a partner town. This is also one possibility how to support artists. Regarding scholarships and stipendiums, this support comes from Ministry, other customs must artists pay him / herself.
Thomas Weis (Germany) informed that artists can get money to exhibit abroad from one institution
in Germany, many artists can get money from this institution.
Joran Osterman (Sweden) pointed out that all these presented information should be on IAA web
site because many artists don’t know where to ﬁnd essential information. It must be artists themselves
who put together all necessary information, not state or government, for them this is not a priority.
Thomas Weis (Germany) agreed, government can give us money, but we have to cooperate, put
information together and keep this information updated on web site – effective tool how to cooperate.
Jaan Elken (Estonia) said that Estonian NC has a lot of studio spaces, it‘s quite easy to open guest
studio. If IAA could open program, they can open spaces, if artists apply to scholarship, in one year
they could ﬁnd spaces and accommodation, but they need more countries to join this activity – more
countries = more opportunities.
Thomas Weis (Germany) stressed the importance of information tools – addresses, residences, studios again. We have to start build up an information system – how to pack, how to get contact with
galleries abroad, prepare such a tool with practical examples, useful advices where to ﬁnd sponsors,
how to transport artworks and so on.
Grete Marstein (Norway) said that maybe we can suggest to make the agreements between countries, with Russia for example. Joran Osterman (Sweden) had question to Florence agreements, which
is really old and he wanted to know if it has always the same importance as before. Grete Marstein
(Norway) conﬁrmed its effectiveness saying that she has used it recently. Joran Osterman (Sweden)
proposed that IAA should take this document and renew it. It works time to time but it has to be updated, refers to conventions that are not actual now, so it has to be completely redone.
Thomas Weis (Germany) proposed to share this information on web at international level to improve, to enhance relationship with embassies. We need more cooperation with existing tools – art
presidencies. Regarding visa he said that he doesn’t know much about the visas code now, working

to build up an online IAA Europe information tool, referring to and cooperating with already
existing tools, that offer information on mobility of artists and artworks as well as good practice examples on the national level.
to improve cooperation between IAA Europe as well as between National Committees and
other European and International associations dealing with mobility.
to create better relationships with the embassies and especially with ministries of foreign affairs
and international cultural institutes for assistance concerning the transport of artworks internationally.
to update the IAA customs certiﬁcate referring to the UNESCO agreements (“free ﬂow of works
by living artists“), to promote them at the national and international level and to provide reliable information for the arts sector as well as for the customs ofﬁcers.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) informed about some facts concerning social situation of artists:
2 years ago in Paris representatives of Europe discussed a social situation of artists – they worked
out the book of proposals and the result of it is White Book – 1st European Convention about social
and legal rights of visual artists
Immediately after it Slovak NC prepared Slovak edition of White book with more information
about situation at Slovakia. It is very useful in negotiations with responsible state authorities (Ministry of
Culture, Ministry of Social affairs, Members of Parliament etc) about improving of social and legal rights
of artists.
This year we took part at the discussion about initiative of Commissionaire for culture of European Commission and prepared comment on behalf of IAA Europe (see attached)
Pavol Kral cooperated on activities connected with social and legal rights of artist also with
other international associations, especially with European Coalition for Cultural Diversity. Sharing information is very useful, the same like joining forces and mutual support

Coffee break

Janis Spalvins

Thomas Weis (Germany) conﬁrmed that to organize the German exhibition in Russia is quite problematic as well.
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Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) asked what does the deﬁnition “art work”
in article 2 - Artistic work mean. He wondered if there is any commission that could state that “this is not art”. He pointed out danger that
the commission can tell this is an art or not and asked if we can let
the commission to give the right to title the artists and artworks. Jaan
Elken (Estonia) reminded that other countries have also law on artists
and creative associations and we don’t deﬁne art, law deﬁnes a social minimum. In Estonia many artists lost the possibility to access the
governmental funds because they have no profession training. Bedrí
Baykam (Turkey) noted that only associations with an independent commission can accept artists as
members. Political commission cannot touch the status of artists.

Other delegates also expressed their opinions:
Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland): It would be very difﬁcult to give an IAA ID card to somebody if it will be
considered like a visa document.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia): I have great understanding for expression of appropriate support of mobility
of artists from the side of IAA. But on the other hand I am afraid that connect the IAA identity card
with visa is not realistic at the moment. Might it can be said very openly: the problem is that IAA identity card is not good and valid enough even for lot of art museums so it would be strange to ask state
authorities to respect it in the matter of visa. Almost anybody can issue a IAA card actually, lot of NC,
there is no deﬁnitively list of holders, where you can check the name etc - no guarantee for the state
authorities.
Grete Marstein (Norway): If we connect the IAA ID very closely to a visa, it will be really difﬁcult to
give this card to everybody.
Anders Werdelin (Denmark): Anyone can be a member of IAA Europe, also people with any nationality in Denmark. Even for example
an artist from Afghanistan can be a member. Than can he obtain automatically a visa for all European countries? If he obtains a visa for
one country in European Union, than he would have automatically
the same status in all other countries…
Daniela Koweindl (Austria): I want to add we were talking about
the political demands, right to stay, right to move freely.
Grete Marstein (Norway): We can make a proposal for GA, but in
fact all of the European governments support a free artwork movement across the borders…

After this debate returned participants to the topic “Mobility” discussed in Linz, that meeting was very successful.
Thomas Weis (Germany) informed that it was great opportunity to discuss, especially the visual art
issues. It was organized in close cooperation with EC, lot of associations were invited and discussed
access, customs, visa and regulations… Everyone can ﬁnd information on NC Germany web - A.T.A.
Then he summarized on this topic:
mobility of artwork - taxes and customs – information necessary to all art associations as well as
for custom responsible
need of communication and regular exchange
customs and taxation
identify strategies how to coordinate and improve the information tools
create supporting schemes for mobility
visa regulation

Maria Moroz

In Linz was recommended to collect the good practice examples and these documents associations need to address the local governments. Cooperation with other sectors is crucial – with scientist,
researchers, other artists.
Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) warned against paranoia from mobility of Turkish people. Non-western artists
cannot compete with reach countries such as USA, United Kingdom, France, Germany. The artist who
doesn’t belong to rich country has to run same competition, there is unfairness in this competition. It is
very important to create cultural exchange and to diversify art. Ha gave a proposal – IAA Europe as a
serious organization should grant artists by card that holder is a real artist and he can receive the visa
more easily.
Werner Schaub (Germany) expressed that he understands and this might be a solution for future,
but also the doubts if it is not little complicated. He pointed example when he organized international
event and invited also artists with visa. But after that the artists refused to return to home and it was
really expensive for NC Germany as a hosting organization.
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Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) summarized his arguments to IAA ID card as
a proof of a professional artist‘ identity: If GA is valid, if it will be serious,
this card will be also serious. If we don’t take us seriously who will? Turkey is one of the culturally raped
countries. We should be more empathic and comprehend how Turkish people live with this problem.
What is wrong if the artist with a visa comes to France or Germany, if he travels around Europe? We
are not European parliament; we can only propose something what
we would like them to do, IAA cannot change it. Than this proposal
becomes the problem of the European Parliament and maybe they
will say no, they will refuse it. Turkish people want to travel freely.
Maria Moroz (Poland): We don’t have one valid ID card for all
Europe. This matter is connected with world level.
Anders Werdelin (Denmark): I have all the compassion for the artists from all around the world.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) proposed
to postpone voting on this proposal at tomorrow‘s General Assembly
and continue with next working group.

Anders Werdelin

April Britski (Canada) added that
there is very similar law in Canada and
recommended web site, where

Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) replied that we cannot build on bad examples.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) responded: This is serious proposal from Turkey. If it is possible to make an agreement we have to make it. The agreement that allows the members with an IAA ID card obtain the visa. But we need suggestion how it could be achieved.
Daniela Koweindl (Austria) objected that IAA cannot be responsible for medical or other expenses
of any artist. This couldn’t be a reason against this proposal.
Bedrí Baykam (Turkey) stated that he is not asking any country to pay the expenses of any artist.
He just wants that artists could move more freely around the world. He is tired of the fact that the art
history is build up by ﬁve rich countries in front of our eyes.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) proposed to vote for support of this proposal
– that a professional artist with an IAA ID card should have right to get visa. We cannot make a ﬁnal
decision, this is not General Assembly, we can only approve recommendation.

April Britski

Vaclovas Krutinis

Vaclovas Krutinis (Lithuania) introduced Lithuanian Law on Artistic
Creators and their Organizations which deﬁnes artistic creators, organization of artistic creators, artistic work, artistic creation and art assessment professional, grounds and procedures for granting and revoking
the status of artistic creator and organization, promotion of creative
activities, and other issues related to artists. (for full version of this law
click
here:
http://www.bil.is/index.php?Itemid=63&option=com_
content&task=view&id=74

Vice-President of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) summarized recommendations concerning Communication and Strategy of IAA Europe
1.
-

Questions
How do we want to be seen?
What is the content of the information coming from IAA Europe?

2.
-

Directions of the information
IAA – NC’s
IAA – individual artist
IAA – public / press
IAA – politics / EU

5. Open questions:
Who will do the editing work?
How can we ﬁnance this?

Bedrí Baykam (Turkey): Proposals to solve the problematic of censorship
new information in a new context – IAA Europe should acknowledge the situation, that it is not
acceptable to make censorship of artworks, no censorships of the artistic expressions
use of the social networks – ex. Twitter and Facebook, use it in an interactive way to spread
information around the world
a religion provokes censorship – we must say that the artists have same rights as the religion
believers from any countries
problem of self-censorship – galleries started to make censorship in recent time, populist censorship. for example Turkish people attacked one gallery and many peoples were injured because an
exhibition they didn’t agree with.

3. Website and other communication means should be used as a „database of issues“ and it
would be ideal to create an engaged network. Artists can get information from different sort of websites, but e.g. very often the presentations of National Committees are in the countries languages
only, perhaps with brief information in English. It would be useful to start building from the basics a pool
of information like e.g. was proposed in the recommendations for challenges of mobility of artists.

There was short discussion about the question whether to vote on various proposals now.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) proposed that it would be useful before voting about proposals to prepare
at ﬁrst all recommendations in written form: “We can do it now and give them to Andrea Kozarova.
Me and Andrea Kozarova will summarize proposals and print them for everybody. Tomorrow morning
everybody can have all proposals in written form at the table and voting about them will be more efﬁcient and rational then.”
He recommended strongly separate proposals (clear ideas that can be said in half a minute) from
comments (something that can be said in half an hour).

4. Steps to be taken:
Update of the information on the website / update website
Update/work on a new customs certiﬁcate and information about the IAA card and
the approving institutions/museums
list of activities / achievements
list to existing documents and information for NC’s and individual artists
building up a community using the website and blog, Facebook and Twitter
during the meeting in Berlin in June 2010 a working group for the new website was founded
(Rob den Boer, Alex Meszmer), this working group can be taken as a starting point, ideally with about
4-5 participants to develop this further.

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) closed Congress announcing that working
groups will prepare the proposal in a written form and participants will discuss the proposals further
tomorrow morning.
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October 16, 2010, 9:00 - 18:00

Bratislava, Slovak republic

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF IAA-EUROPE
A G E N D A
9:00

Welcome by the President of Slovak Union of Visual Arts
Welcome by the President of IAA Europe
Approval of the Agenda
Financial Report by the treasurer
Auditor´s report
Report on the activities of IAA
- new President and Vice-President of IAA Europe
- recapitulation, evaluation, activities report, overview what happened since 2008
- VII. International Biennial of Drawing Pilsen 2010, 6.10. – 14.11.2010
- Ofﬁce of IAA, Paris
- Palanga project
National Committees reports

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) opened 7th General Assembly of IAA Europe with a welcome speech

and pointed out basic information on organization:

- voting registration of the delegates who arrived today
- request for updating e-mail contacts of all delegates
- time of refreshment prepared by host - Slovak NC (two coffee breaks and lunch)
- trip on Sunday – group visit of two private art galleries (not located in Bratislava, trip about 100 km)

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00

18:00

Introduction of new candidates - United Kingdom
Introduction of new member – Canada, Netherlands
Discussion - Consideration of the possibility of membership for art associations at countries
without umbrela organization of visual artists (review), proposals of amandmet to the status of
IAA Europe
IAA website update
- technical support, content responsibility, updates, access for members, security, design...
IAA identity card update
- form, registration, database of members, letter of support
- proposal to prepare list of institutions which accept IAA card
Future plans of IAA
- solutions for artists mobility
- project Artists in labs
- ECA communication
IAA Activities worldwide, Haiti, next GA IAA – Mexico
Next General Assembly of IAA Europe, proposals
Miscellaneous

Welcome speech of Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) – President of IAA Europe followed:
We are very optimistic, we will manage to improve situation, which is today not easy because of
crisis, we don’t sit there to be observers, have possibilities, and we need to be more efﬁcient. Achievements and information will be posted on web site; we will try to improve methods of communication
as the members of executive committee. We have new members and we are happy to say that we
have these members here – Canada and Netherlands and we have also one new candidate – United
Kingdom and also Ireland which is not present. My thanks belong to Slovak NC to host this assembly,
it helped us in this very important time, otherwise we were not able arrange nor Executive Committee
meeting, Congress, neither this General Assembly, if Slovak Union of Visual Arts said no.
Approval of the Agenda

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) asked if there are any comments on agenda
(presented on screen). Agenda was approved unanimously without any comments.

Financial Report by the Treasurer

Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) presented ﬁnancial report on screen and described all items. She mentioned troubles that she had to face as a treasurer since 2008 (but received money in April 2010), communication problems between members and the treasurer. It took a lot of time to make and maintain
bank accounts, transfers of money - 34 481,93 Euros - from old accounts in Switzerland. Then world
treasurer transferred 3 402 Euros.

Closing speech - summary

18:30 - 02:00 Good-bye dinner
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Jaan Elken (Estonia): “There are “stupid” countries that pay fees all the time (eleven countries). In
our union we have a rule: when you don’t pay for three years you are eliminated from membership
and you can restore it when you will pay your debts.”
He proposed that non-payers should be suspended from voting right and membership (also persons on elected posts – their positions should be postponed) until the settlements of debts. We should
give good example to new countries. It is nothing personal but system must work, you must ﬁnd this
money to pay the membership; in fact it is a pocket money for big and prosperous countries. He was
interested why Norway does not pay.
Grete Marstein (Norway) explained why these sums from different countries are so strange and
vary. There was a meeting in Moscow, where every NC pledged what they themselves wanted to pay.
Each NC decided how much they will pay for European collaboration and since then this sum has not
been changed. It is not systematic sum, it just depended on good will of each NC to pledge a sum.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) pointed that money for a web (that Cyprus
did) should be registered as a payment of Cyprus, Cyprus have always paid and it is not indicated
here.

Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) informed about
her proposal (decided on ExCom meeting in June
and maybe it has to be approved at GA) - IAA
Europe should collect the whole fee from European members and should keep 75% and send not
more than 25% to IAA World. Collected money
could be used to run IAA Europe meetings, we will
be able to pay travel costs of members of Executive Committee. We could afford to support our
members in the future, if we take situation out of
the hands of IAA World.
Sally Sheinman

Costs of IAA Europe:
web of IAA Europe – 2 160 Euros (2 000 Euros for making web site paid to Figuearau,161 Euros
for hosting the web)
Biennial Pilsen drawing plaque (by Maria Moroz) – 100 Euros
meetings in Paris (2008 and January 2010) – rent of meeting room – 334 Euros
travel costs of treasurer, and president‘s assistant (Nana Hounta) 3 648 Euros

Membership fees:
When Executive Committee met in Paris in January 2010, there was treasurer‘s proposal that she
would send out bills for whole amount fee for IAA World not only for IAA-Europe. Remy Áron was not
very happy about this proposal, he was always sending out that bills and countries received two bills
(one from IAA and one from IAA-Europe) – for some countries it was complicated and confusing. In
Paris was decided that treasurer of IAA-Europe will not send out any bills, Paris will do it. IAA World‘s
treasurer will send whole bill and then pay money – percentage to IAA-Europe account. Treasurer
presented a list from Paris of countries that have paid and there is presented that not many countries
paid for 2010. We have sum of 1 940 euros for 2010, but it is still on the account of IAA World. Iceland
have not paid world fee, now paid to IAA Europe account – were not satisﬁed with bill from Paris – they
should have it in dollar but always get it in euros. Many of members maybe have not got any bills.
There is list of member countries – some countries have never paid (for 2007 -2010), they are not active
members. We might expect 7 530 Euro of annual fees if every country would pay.

Sally Sheinman
(United Kingdom)
repeated that she
needs to know how the system of payments works, because 1 500 Euro
and 3 000 Euro is a big difference.
Grete Marstein (Norway) pointed that international Executive Committee has just started to revise whole membership fee system internationally. In her opinion it will be much smarter and give much more
independence to the European collaboration if we keep those fees
separate - world and Europe. Then IAA Europe GA could decide its
own economy without waiting for acceptance or non acceptance
and all that ruling by international Executive Committee, it‘s revised
now and going to be transparent system there.
Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) said that there is a constant problem with the sending of the bills. She
has never seen report from IAA world.

Sally Sheinman (United Kingdom): “As a prospective member of IAA I am totally confused, it does
not seem to be logic. What is the system of membership fees?”

Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland): We want to revise payments, we do not
want to decide about height of fees, it is international affairs. Now nobody knows how many countries
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Aslaug Thorlacius

Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) summarized the ﬁnancial situation stating
that ﬁnances are complete mess ever since he joined organization. He was ﬁghting with it from 2007,
trying to ﬁnd a way how to make it clearer. Problem is that we cannot make a budget plan. It is ridiculous how we deal our ﬁnances. From Paris comes unclear information, IAA International has to do it.
He spent 2 weeks of everyday work to ﬁnd solution, looking for the bank where money could be
transferred, it was difﬁcult with some countries in crisis. GA needs to take proposal to change payments, to clear this budget stuff. We should have starting point. In this moment it is chaos and shame
of IAA.

Werner Schaub (Germany) informed that German NC paid 2 500 dollars recent year as a membership and have obligation to explain these expenses to government, without report they will stop supporting them and German NC will stop paying. Proposed report is not acceptable for them. Aslaug
Thorlacius (Iceland) noted that there are problem with euro / dollar mixture on accounts.

Christian Giordan (Monaco) asked why 45 000 inhabitants of Monaco should pay the same amount as bigger countries. Government
of Monaco will not understand and accept it.
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) proposed
to acknowledge treasurer‘s report (transfer of money from Swiss to
French account was taken only in April and it is very short time). Working group “Finances and budget plan” was installed (Alex Meszmer,
Rob den Boer, Aslaug Thorlacius) to work out solutions for future. We
have to solve ﬁnancial problems, to ﬁnd proper solution. There is a
strong need of clearance in the ﬁnances. He suggested not to approve treasurer´s report now. President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) opposed, GA should clearly vote for this now, we need
conclusion.

Grete Marstein (Norway) summarized that two
different opinions how to change and improve
current system (paying all amount of fees to IAA
World ) are now presented:
1.
IAA Europe will collect all amount of fees
and then will pay 25% of it to IAA World (then for
instance the travel expenses of EC IAA Europe
members could be covered of this money)
2.
Keep the fees separate - to pay one invoice to IAA Word and second invoice to IAA Europe
Find acceptable solution for all member states,
also for those, whose State grant system does not
allow them to pay for “double” (IAA World, IAA Europe) membership. Grete Marstein (Norway) said
she prefers to pay to IAA World. Problem is that to get 2 bills - from Remy Aron and from IAA Europe - is
not accepted by strict Norwegian banking system.

Voting: Treasurer‘s report was unanimously approved.
There was again proposal to give the voting rights only to countries that have paid the last fees (excluding 2010) by Jaan Elken (Estonia). Werner Schaub (Germany) objected that it is normal if the fee
for 2010 hasn’t been paid yet. Some countries want to pay but there is no information where to send
money, it is not their fault, some of them do not understand the bills, we still didn’t get the information
how and where we should pay a membership fee. Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) stated that proposal
on exclusion of bad payers can be applied next time.

Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) stated that IAA Europe is not against IAA
World, but we never knew how much money is on account, key problem is to ﬁnd out this.

There were further comments in the discussion:
It is impossible to check now who paid or not, some fees are on world account, some on IAA
Europe account
If anything is unclear (someone has paid and is not on the list of treasurer), NC should contact
treasurer and send her copy / scan of bank document
Who will not pay in the future, will not be allowed to vote

Werner Schaub (Germany) repeated that we don’t have transparency and information what is
international organization doing with this money.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) recommended to this problem that is necessary to clarify the matter with
regard to the banking system. We need something standardized, simple, table of bills, codes, senders, recipients, bank codes, swift and IBAN codes, numbers, addresses, basic items for example in
Excel spreadsheets. Then things will ﬂow faster, it is a matter of technical uniﬁcation of an electronic
system.
Sally Sheinam (United Kingdom) expressed her
opinion as a prospective member and underlined
the importance of transparency in ﬁnance system
and accounts. She studied arts, but worked on
Wall Street and ﬁnds this as a disaster. IAA will not
be accepted internationally or anyway without
transparency (without it will not be taken seriously),
it should have auditor worldwide who counts, informing on web site. There cannot be small country paying more than bigger one, it doesn’t have
sense. IAA as an organization has a lot to offer, but
not without transparency in ﬁnance right in beginning. This is essential to move forward.
Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) reminded that this
report is better than the last one (best one she
has ever seen). It is hard for treasurer to make the
ﬁnances, she has to decide how to collect the
money from membership fees and proposes to
collect it separately on European level.

Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) read the proposal: Executive Committee
of IAA Europe is proposing from 2011 that national committees will pay fees to IAA World from IAA Europe account. IAA Europe‘s ofﬁce of treasurer will transfer money to IAA World treasurer‘s ofﬁce.
Grete Marstein (Norway) pointed out that International Executive Committee should ﬁrst accept
this proposal. Anders Lidén (Sweden) mentioned that there are international statutes related to a form
of fee payments.

Voting: Proposals of Executive Committee of IAA Europe that National Committees will pay
membership fees only to IAA Europe and IAA Europe‘s ofﬁce of treasurer will transfer part of
this sum to IAA World treasurer‘s ofﬁce was unanimously accepted.
Auditor‘s report
Janis Spalvins (Latvia) read the auditor‘s report:
First we want to thank Slovak Union of Visual Arts for organizing General Assembly.
We accept treasurer‘s report and all her job that was made correctly.
We also accept proposal about paying fees to one account.
Open questions are about website, travel costs and supporting international projects.
For future we need more information from Executive Committees meetings.

Reports on activities
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) reviewed cooperation before Executive
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Christian Giordan

Maria Moroz (Poland) pointed out that we should be careful in the future and do not choose a
person from a country who don’t pay to important functions. We should look carefully who has a right
to be a delegate and who can vote.

Sally Sheinman, Anders Lidén

Grete Marstein, Hilde Rognskog

have paid. We need a clearance on that, we should take out from IAA world treasurers hands sending bills, because that are not bills but begging letters, one can never know how much and when to
pay.

Committee meeting in Paris critically – for example Executive Committee meeting in Paris (January 2010) was announced one day before meeting. He informed about new start at meeting in
Berlin where many problems were discussed - and
5 working group created – especially for web site
and communication. Next result of this meeting
in Berlin is also the ﬁrst draft of possible ﬁnancial
policy of IAA, made in order to clarify situation.

IAA Europe and Slovak Union of Visual Arts Award were awarded there – both handed by Pavol Kral.
Werner Schaub (Germany) also praised long-term cooperation mentioned that when he was president, he helped with the organization of this Biennial. IAA Europe is only a member of group of organizers of this Biennial, not the only organizer.

Anders Lidén

Ofﬁce of IAA in Paris

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides
(Cyprus) agreed and praised the good cooperation.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) expressed hope that this is
a new beginning. There is good will to make from
IAA useful organization for artists, which might help to improve their situation and create new contacts.
He expressed opinion that we all should be more ambitious.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) pointed out the need of an ofﬁce in Europe
and found location in Slovakia very convenient. He proposed Slovak ofﬁce (Slovak Union of Visual Arts)
as an ofﬁce of IAA Europe, if Pavol Kral would agree with this offer, because it has a close contact with
ofﬁce of President in Cyprus. The expenses on this ofﬁce would be acceptable - he proposed no more
than 2 000 Euro. He demanded to approve the continuation of use of this ofﬁce as a secretariat of
IAA Europe believing that Slovakian ofﬁce is reliable and capable to provide these services. After next
General Assembly the country will change, decision will be renewed every GA.

Anders Lidén (Sweden) informed about situation in Paris: Years ago
UNESCO has offered free ofﬁce in a UNESCO building, later they came
with demand to pay a rent. They have moved to another ofﬁce situated in other building and made revision of art works stored in UNESCO
basement, everything was documented carefully, all these belongings
of IAA Europe. We had to store all these belongings in this new ofﬁce,
so the ofﬁce is full now and it is not a good working place anymore
because is full of packages. Grete Marstein (Norway) noted, that they
found many works and don’t know their owner, she proposed to GA
to decide what to do with these artworks. Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) said that problem can be solved and works can be removed,
this proposal is more for Executive Committee. Anders Lidén (Sweden)
proposed to employ part time worker to help the Paris ofﬁce, maybe
IAA Europe can pay such kind of worker. After objections by Maria
Moroz (Poland) proposed to wait until the next GA, because of another delegates – maybe they want
participate as well. Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) asked whether we are solving one problem talking
about several ofﬁces – Bratislava, Paris, Berlin, Brussels.

Werner Schaub (Germany) expressed disagreement with the proposal and asked on duration of
ofﬁce’s mandate. He reminded that according to IAA statutes, ofﬁce of President is also ofﬁce of IAA.
Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) disagreed with these proposals and said that IAA Europe should have an
ofﬁce in Brussels.

Eugenijus Nalevaika (Lithuania) introduced Palanga project:
big reconstruction of houses for artists (47 rooms in this building, large studios, cafeterias, kitchens)
plan was to arrange artists groups – artists from different countries
now collection exists – every participant left one artwork there
to continue this project – encourage the international and
national programs
now NC is preparing new groups for next year
call for an attention of all delegates for this project

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) summarized his arguments for having ofﬁce
of IAA-Europe in Bratislava:
we do a lot of work; we need more efﬁcient mechanism to operate,
Brussels is available, but more expensive - it would be nice to have an ofﬁce in Brussels, but we
cannot afford,
Slovakia has already provided the services for four months,
there are beneﬁts to have ofﬁce at one place, to identify location,
is important to have a permanent location for IAA Europe in center of Europe,
identify permanent point, as a contact point, it will be an advantage of every presidency.

National Committees’ reports

Werner Schaub (Germany) opposed that IAA Europe has not enough money and presented proposal of NC Germany - offer the services of this ofﬁce for one year for free. NC Germany will pay all
expenses, they get the money from government.

Janis Spalvins (Latvia) presented Latvian national report informing about:
Poster exhibition – 20 years of fall of Berlin wall (very good results)
Graphic exhibition – interesting woodcuts and linocuts
International dialogue exhibition – many countries participated
KIM – a gallery for new artists, open, not so traditional, multimedia
ART EGO – Belarus art is in a bad situation, Latvian NC invited Belarus artists, provided space
them to exhibit
Color and Water – biennial of Baltic countries
Baltic bridges – Biennial
international ceramics exhibition opened in Riga
focusing on young artists and education
effort to organize the exhibition and symposium at international level

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) asked present delegates to vote who agrees
to continue using this ofﬁce of Slovak NC until next GA with the annual costs 2000 Euros. Werner Schaub
(Germany) disagreed and proposed again his offer and Rob den Boer (Netherlands) proposed to
postpone the questions of this ofﬁce to the next year. Janis Spalvins (Latvia) agreed with proposal that
Slovak NC should continue with its work for President of IAA Europe and be paid for it. Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) recommended to take advantage of German’s offer. Christos Symeonides (Cyprus)
suggested taking some time to think about his proposal.

International Biennial of Drawing in Pilsen 2010 – report
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) presented this event as very good and successful exhibition and good presentation of IAA Europe. He informed that he and Werner Schaub took part on it as members of international jury and also both of them were present at the opening of this event. The price on behalf of

Werner Schaub (Germany) reported that German NC didn’t make an exposition they defended
the rights of the artists. They prepared competition for the artist – if the expenses on public calls reach
the certain amount – the competition is opened for artists from all around the Europe.
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Eugenijus Nalevaika

Palanga project report

Bedri Baykam (Turkey) mentioned Turkish NC which is dealing with the censorship and visa. He offered his colleagues possibility to bring the exhibition to Istanbul. Turkish NC is opened to all applications for exhibitions. Larger exhibitions can be divided into several parts.
Hrafnhildur Sigurdardottir

Hrafnhildur Sigurdardottir (Iceland) shortly summarized activities
of Icelandic NC (SÍM). Detailed report is available at the end of the
document
new President of SÍM
ﬁnances and taxes
copyright
government stipends to artists
studios in Iceland
Visual Arts Center
studio buildings and residencies (for example in Berlin)
Culture Contact North
homepage and UMM web page (bank of information of all
Icelandic artists).

-

Sally Sheinman (United Kingdom) introduced as a prospective member British organization AIR (Artists‘ Interaction & Representation):
associates 15 000 artists
inﬂuences artists policy in UK, has power to change the status and situation of artists
interested in making international contacts, to be connected
very concerned in ﬁnancing
organization such as IAA Europe should have web site with all information and links (if it is not
provided, we are losing the credibility)
instant communication is so important
Interest to meet everybody here

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) pointed out the possibility to use Gallery of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, offered
exhibition area for international projects. He highlighted the interest of the Slovak NC for a variety of
issues at the international level. He informed brieﬂy about main goals of Slovak NC:

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) invited on behalf of Slovak Union of Visual Arts all present delegates and observers to lunch and drink.

Lunch in Restaurant UMELKA – photos by Hans Joachim Schroetter

A/ Exhibitions
Great part of our activities is connected with organizing exhibitions. We prepare (or take part on
preparing) about 30 – 40 of them every year. Most of them at national level but also exhibitions from
abroad (for example in the year 2010 exhibitions from Germany, Russia, Austria, Denmark, India, joint
exhibition of Ukraine and Slovakia, exchange of exhibitions with Czech Republic and Lithuania). It is
possible to rent exhibition halls in our Gallery or we do it on principle of reciprocity.
B/ Transformation of building of Slovak Union of Visual Arts to the place where artists can feel like
at home
Not only visual artists – also musicians, writers, dancers or actors are welcomed at our activities: we
started organizing concerts in our Gallery, evenings of poetry in our Club of Artists, short dance performances etc.
To prepare appropriate condition for it we continue - step by step - in reconstruction of our building
(there is Gallery of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, Ofﬁce of SUVA, Club of Artists, Restaurant, Pub, Garden
restaurant). It is national monument 85 years old and need lot of care but we are independent association so we do it mostly without support from the side of state.
C/ The matter we are really interesting in and we would like to continue in, is process of improving
social and legal rights of artists
Detailed report is available at the end of the document

Rob den Boer

Introduction of new members
April Britski (Canada) introduced Canadian organization CARFAC (Canadian Artists’ Representation/Le Front des artistes canadiens):
- one of two artists organization in Canada, cooperates with the
second one as a partner
- has 4 000 members
- was established in 1968
- activities: negotiation with galleries, standard contracts, tax laws
proposals, regulations between artists, galleries, working on copyright
act proposals
- further information can be found on their web site http://www.
carfac.ca/
Rob den Boer (Netherlands) introduced Netherlands organization
BBK Netherlands (Beroepsvereniging van Beeldende Kunstenaars):

established in 1945 (65 year of existence)
associates only visual artists
ofﬁce doing services for members, they have political force, cultural sector pressure
IAA Europe – see as an important element how to be in network
publish printed newspaper (BBK Krant), not only web
association can be a good contribution to IAA
collaboration with other associations, tries to going together
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have approval of General Assembly and we should vote. Bedri Baykam (Turkey) added that we are
not dreamers; we don’t think that it can change everything, but EU parliament can open Schengen
for artists. Jaan Elken (Estonia) agreed, it should be addressed to EU parliament. There is no use to address it to different countries. We can vote for it, write and send it to EU.

Bedrí Baykam

After lunch break Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) suggested to discuss the recommendations (not
resolutions) of yesterday assembly.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) read his recommendation - Suggestions for European countries:
The IAA card is a certiﬁcation of professional
working artist status given to anybody that qualiﬁes to those norms, by each National Committees‘, specialized commissions, in our International
organization.
There are many artists in Europe, that have the
IAA card and that cannot get a visa to travel to
several western countries. That creates a very unfair assault to freedom of expression as well as to
the concept of fair competition in the ﬁeld of art.
We suggest therefore that IAA Europe should
suggest to the European Community, that any artist carrying a valid IAA card, should be granted an
automatic visa by the country to be visited within
the E.U.
This proposal is given to the General Assembly
for being voted in order to have IAA Europe give
this urgent demand to the members of the E.U.
Parliament, as a law proposal that will open the
path of entry of the artists, to the country of their
choice. This „Free circulation“ should also include preferably all intellectual workers.

Voting: Recommendation by Bedri Baykam - Suggestions for European countries was approved.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) read second recommendation Against Censorship:
The new policies evolving around the political context of the world, should acknowledge all the
current information and fresh data in order to be able to take some serious political action. Every
country should be assessed with the latest news coming from it.
The problem of state censorship on art works may they be paintings, sculptures, videos, ﬁlms or any
mixed media as well as theater plays is unacceptable within the borders covered by IAA Europe.
Also the freedom of expression of journalists and writers and all media intellectual workers should be
kept safe and intact. It is also not acceptable to have those media intellectual workers jailed for any
intellectual reason.
Besides obvious human rights issues, such an act brings down a very unfavorable climate towards
the spirit of the freedom of art and culture as well as its free and healthy development.
The proposal is to bring with this resolution, to make an open call to the E.U. Parliament with also
cooperation with UNESCO, to take political actions against any state within IAA Europe that would be
quality of such offenses against art, artists, writers and all intellectual workers without any exception.
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) said that it is well worked, we can go on.
It is a recommendation, there is no need to vote. There are many possibilities to intervene – human
rights, religion… This is a serious question and needs more investigation. Bedri Baykam (Turkey) added
that different conﬂicts in recent years can be observed, not just religion ones. Rights of an individual
are untouchable as the rights of any believers. Jaan Elken (Estonia) objected, the proposal should be
redone, be more precise. He asked if we are going to vote to continue with the work on it or to approve this document. Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) explained, that this is
recommendation but we need to take it seriously, to work more on it. Anders Lidén (Sweden) added
same case (as Bedri Baykam informed about – artist in jail) from Uzbekistan. One photographer several
years in prison, for example we can send a petition to Uzbek government, take responsibility. Jaan
Elken (Estonia) said he needs references of the particular cases, we should start this proposal with
cases. Bedri Baykam (Turkey) opposed. We make a general statement, we don’t want to mention the
special cases, it is valid for any case. In his view, it doesn’t make sense to make a case to case resolution but it should be general. If we postpone it, it will have no use.

MOTIVES :
Although we can never be sure at all this law proposal will pass in the E.U. Parliament, even if it‘s
returned, still by making this proposal valid:
1. The IAA Europe will have the relief of having put pressure on this ﬁeld, in order to have equal opportunity of work for every artist in Europe.
2. It will be up to the politicians to decide that important matter after they consult lawyers, immigration ofﬁcers, sociologists, historians and concerned ministries such as interior & exterior.
3. Even if this law proposal does not pass, the fact that this issue will be talked in depth between the
politicians and the IAA for the ﬁrst time, will leave its marks as a step for making better effort to solve
this cultural and political issue.
In a world where everybody talks about cultural diversity and exchange, the IAA Europe, should
remember all its members that cannot truly participate to this call.

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) stated that we heard the statements yesterday we should say yes or no and must stop this conversation. There is a need to make clear, if it is a
resolution or a recommendation. If it is resolution, it should be more ofﬁcial. For IAA Europe‘s agenda
it is a recommendation and to direct our aims we have to approve it. Vice-president of IAA Europe
Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) pointed out that we have to react as an international association, on the
other hand we need to work further on how to continue, how to promote this idea. Working group will
ﬁnd a way how to react.

Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) commented that there are problem with people outside the EU, visa
complications. She mentioned special athletic visa for sportsmen who can move more freely than
artists and added that status of an artist in foreign countries means just the possibility to come and
work. It doesn’t mean that the person is employed by association, association is not an employer, but
it is the same as with athletics, clubs are not also the employers, so it is a good example how to solve
this problem. President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) said that we can refer to this law,
to include the professional artists. Bedri Baykam (Turkey) pointed out that if this recommendation will
pass at General Assembly, president is obliged to send this proposal to European institutions. Vicepresident of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) reminded meeting in Berlin and working group
that is responsible for resolutions; they can further investigate the possibilities. Janis Spalvins (Latvia)
expressed his opinion, that we must involve all governments and start dialogue with all, because visa
is a governmental problem not a problem of the artists. IAA Europe can stimulate this process, but
in sport is another situation. For example with Belarus this is not possible, no results can be achieved.
Werner Schaub (Germany) noted that each government can give visa but European institutions like
EU Parliament cannot attribute visa, it is up to states, it is for nothing. He agreed with Alex, important
is to work on it further. Grete Marstein (Norway) said that working group can be effective only if it will

Voting: Recommendation by Bedri Baykam – Against Censorship was approved.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) read third recommendation regarding Cultural / Political Conﬂicts.
Several incidents that have happened in Europe as well as elsewhere in the last months and years,
have shown rising conﬂicts around the concept of democracy especially between religious demands
on law and lifestyles and those of secular laws and lifestyles, within the borders of democratic nations.
This proposal is to bring a resolution that has the objective to ﬁnd an acceptable basic mutual understanding in this rising atmosphere of conﬂict between different cultures and the ensuing clashes.
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The resolution is to bring in a basic statement regarding this actual situation:
„When conﬂicts arise between different lifestyles cultures and religions, it has to be accepted that
all lifestyles are ‘untouchable’ and ‘sacred’ as one another, not just religious ones. The rights of an artist

or a contemporary secular democratic person are also as ‘untouchable’ as the rights of any believers
to any religion“.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read the third recommendation prepared by the same two working groups
(Austria, Cyprus, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey): We recommend on behalf of IAA Europe national political
authorities (and European Commission) to support professional artists preferring them from amateurs in
cases like art for public spaces, public buildings, spiritual spaces, educational centers etc. and accept
the rule that especially at important public areas the artist should be chosen by competition, because
it would lead to better quality of it.

Voting: Recommendation by Bedri Baykam – Cultural / Political Conﬂicts - was approved.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read the ﬁrst recommendation prepared by two working groups (Austria, Cyprus, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey):

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) asked about transparency of the competitions. Pavol Kral (Slovakia) responded that word “transparency” can be added. Grete Marstein (Norway) added that it is complicated to deﬁne, because of different systems in different countries. We
should use formulation: competitions made in transparent way.

We recommend all National Committees of IAA Europe:
to prepare list of institutions where in their country the IAA card is accepted
to share this information on website of IAA Europe
in cooperation with their national responsible authorities try to expand the list of institutions
where in their country the IAA card is accepted

Voting: Recommendation was approved (Word “competition” was replaced by “chosen
by competition made in transparent way”).

Voting: Recommendation was approved.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read the second recommendation prepared by the same two working groups
(Austria, Cyprus, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey): We recommend all National Committees of IAA-Europe try
to continue with process started by 1st European Convention of Visual Artists and White Book by sharing the information about actual social and legal rights of artist in European countries and examples
how they solve speciﬁc difﬁculties. We need examples from other countries to ﬁnd easier the solution.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read the fourth recommendation prepared by the same two working groups
(Austria, Cyprus, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey): We recommend on behalf of IAA Europe to national governments and European Commission to respect that being employed in cultural sector is often less
secured if we compare it with other type of employment and that is the reason to prepare the special
system of social insurance for artists.

Voting: Recommendation was approved.

Voting: Recommendation was approved.
Alex Meszmer, Christos Symeonides, Pavol Kráľ

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read the ﬁfth recommendation prepared by the same two working groups
(Austria, Cyprus, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey): We recommend to Executive Committee IAA Europe to
contact on behalf of IAA Europe European Commissioner for culture A.Vassiliou (and try to meet with
her or members of her cabinet) in relation with Green Paper.

Voting: Recommendation was approved.
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) read proposal prepared by working
group on Mobility
build up an online IAA Europe information tool, referring to and cooperating with already existing tools, that offer information on mobility of artists and artworks as well as good practice examples
on the national level,
improve cooperation between IAA Europe as well as between National Committees and other
European and International associations dealing with mobility,
create better relationships with the embassies and especially with ministries of foreign affairs
and international cultural institutes for assistance concerning the transport of artworks internationally,
update the IAA customs certiﬁcate referring to the UNESCO agreements (“free ﬂow of works by
living artists“), to promote them at the national and international level and to provide reliable information for the arts sector as well as for the customs ofﬁcers.
Werner Schaub (Germany) commented that these are practical questions how to solve the speciﬁc
situations and we want to put all these essential information together. The embassies can assist the
artist with the transport of the artworks – the good example of good practice. It is necessary to discuss
it with ministry of foreign affairs. Bedri Bayam (Turkey) noted that artworks cannot be treated as merchandise products.

Voting: Proposal was approved.
Stephan Sude (Liechtenstein) read proposal prepared by working group Communication
Questions:
How do we want to be seen?
What is the content of the information coming from IAA Europe?
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Directions of the information
IAA – NC’s
IAA – individual artist

-

Jaan Elken (Estonia) proposed to change paragraphs, shorten points 3 and 4 and put them together into one point.

IAA – public / press
IAA – politics / EU

Voting: Proposal – version with comment by Jaan Elken (working group will resolve this
recommendation) - was approved.

Website and other communication means should be used as a „database of issues“ and it would
be ideal to create an engaged network. Artists can get information from different sort of websites, but
e.g. very often the presentations of National Committees are in the countries languages only, perhaps
with brief information in English. It would be useful to start building from the basics a pool of information
like e.g. was proposed in the recommendations for challenges of mobility of artists.

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read ﬁfth Latvian recommendation: General Assembly of IAA Europe asks IAA
Europe member states to work on creating mechanisms for the development of young artists talents
and social protection.

Steps to be taken:
- Update of the information on the website / update website
- Update/work on a new customs certiﬁcate and information about the IAA card and the approving institutions/museums
- list of activities / achievements
- list to existing documents and information for NC’s and individual artists
- buliding up a community using the website and blog, Facebook and Twitter
- during the meeting in Berlin in June 2010 a working group for the new website was founded (Rob
den Boer, Alex Meszmer), this working group can be taken as a starting point, ideally with about 4-5
participants to develop this further.

Voting: Proposal was approved.

Open questions:
who will do the editing work?
How can we ﬁnance this?

Voting: Proposal was approved.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read ﬁrst Latvian recommendation: The creative artists are individual merchants, whose input in the cultural space of Europe is unique and permanent. The speciﬁc of creative
work must not be adjusted to industrial production or business. The General Assembly of IAA Europe
appeals the countries of IAA Europe to cooperate with creative and professional organizations when
working on the tax politics and social protection.
Grete Marstein (Norway) proposed to replace the ﬁrst sentence by: The visual artists are individual
creators

Voting: Proposal – version corrected by Grete Marstein - was approved.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read second Latvian recommendation: In art education the signiﬁcant leaders are professional artists. General Assembly of IAA Europe appeals to cooperate with member states
creative organizations when working on Professional education politics in art.
Anders Werdelin (Denmark) pointed out that the term “Professional artist” is not a case of Denmark,
this proposal doesn’t reﬂect the reality. He proposed to change “are” professional artists by “should
be” professional artist. Janis Spalvins (Latvia) explained that in Latvia the most artists are teachers in
art schools. President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) stressed that it has to be clear what
we are going to decide now. The composition of text is not so important, the message is important. The
working group is responsible what we have to approve.

IAA web site update
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) informed about new website of IAA Europe which is now practical and simple but need to be updated.
Rob den Boer (Netherlands) presented new website http://www.iaa-europe.eu/ (showing design
and functions of web on the screen):

Voting: Proposal – version corrected by Anders Werdelin - was approved.

Web structure:
General information
Aims
Activities
Information
Members (need to update and correct e-mails)
Links
Blog (for the latest news – secretary can post news to work more efﬁciently)

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) read third and fourth Latvian recommendation:
General Assembly appeals the governments of IAA Europe to support and stimulate the values of
national culture as unique – in visual arts, music, literature, architecture, multimedia, theatre and cinema. Cooperation with creative unions of each country is guaranty for the development of cultural
environment and democracy.
General Assembly of IAA Europe appeals the IAA Europe member states to take part and support
the mutual mobility of European creative organizations, to stimulate exchanges of interdisciplinary
and multimedia cooperation forms for strengthening the variety, openness and creativity of European
cultural space.

Documents concerning GA 2010 were already posted on web site. There is possibility to replace the
button “latest news” on the ﬁrst page of web instead of “blog” button.
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Maria Moroz (Poland) reminded that this is good comment, we need logical construction, we cannot change only one point, we have to revise whole amendment and ﬁnish the solution in working
group.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) read another amendment:
If more than one national association claims the position as a national committee in IAA, the Executive Committee should investigate the structure of these associations and choose the one that comply
the most with the IAA Statutes. If the EC cannot reach decision, the EC will follow the procedure in
paragraph 4.4.4. (Should the Executive Committee ﬁnd itself unable to reach a decision relating to
an application for membership, or for associate membership, it may seek the guidance of the General Assembly at its next meeting. The General Assembly shall then vote by secret ballot. A two third
majority of those present and entitled to vote is required for admission of a new member or associate
member.)

Rob den Boer

Anders Werdelin (Denmark) asked if there is possibility to comment news like on Facebook and
stated that there shouldn’t be the possibility to make comments on everything like on Facebook.
Rob den Boer (Netherlands) suggested that there will be only possibility to add news and comments
only by secretary. Janis Spalvins (Latvia) noted that there is lack of pictures on web site. Pointed out
psychological effect, when somebody enters the site, it should be more visual attractive. Christian
Giordan (Monaco) asked if there is possibility to create French version of web site. Grete Marstein
(Norway) stressed that all members should give information on this web site, it is the only way how to
be effective.
Rob den Boer (Netherlands) explained that design was in fact the same as design of old web
of world organization. Now we need something
more ﬂexible, we are capable to maintain web by
ourselves, not to be dependent on anyone else.
Werner Schaub (Germany) thanked Rob for
making this with low budget.
President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides
(Cyprus) reminded that every national committee can have a link to this web page on its own
web site.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) agreed that making
web is important, but keep it updated is much
more difﬁcult. We should be careful – feed info
constantly, have to keep it alive. Web master
can’t invents story, it is up to members. He asked
who is going to take care of Facebook and Twitter, tolls that are really important. President of IAA
Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) informed
that content of web will be under supervision of
Executive Committee. Stephan Sude (Liechtenstein) commented visual aspect – we are visual association, need to make web site more visual. Rob
den Boer (Netherlands) said that we are thinking of this, we recognize this point as important, and will
implement this.

Grete Marstein (Norway) explained how these changes will work. First there will be call for everybody who wants to propose amendments for the status, free for national committees, regions and
group to do so.
All these proposals will be send to Executive Committee and working group will collect all proposed
amendments and go through status and paragraphs to check consequences and continuity with
other articles. Executive Committee will prepare recommendation or not and forward to all National
Committees three months before General Assembly. All proposals have to be discussed at General
Assembly, today it is discussed only for information.
Anders Lidén (Sweden) said that everyone is aware of problems in France with two competing organizations. In order to accept one, we cannot have this problem again, this change is really wanted.
Some Associations are now excluded. Association has to be representative in that particular country
and has to function in a democratic way.
Bedri Baykam (Turkey) asked whether for example La Maison des Artistes will have a voting right as
Associate member. He opened the question of weight of votes, some countries have more members
than others. He said that he sees his status as a potential source of problems.
Anders Lidén (Sweden) explained that Executive Committee should investigate a structure of organization and then choose one representative of artists associations on national level.
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer (Switzerland) informed that discussion will be in Mexico
in April. It starts now, but is only informative, starting point for future development.
Werner Schaub (Germany) reminded that principle of IAA is that each country has 1 vote. One organization has 17 members and has one vote, Germany has 17 000 members and has one vote too.
He is not sure that this is democratic – but it is a principle of IAA.
Anders Werdelin (Denmark) asked whether Associate member will have a member card of IAA.
Grete Marstein (Norway) replied that they will not, only National Committee can edit an IAA ID
card.

Voting: Redesign of IAA Europe web site was accepted and approved.
Grete Marstein (Norway) shortly informed about next General Assembly of IAA World in Mexico and
deadlines to send proposals.
Discussion – consideration of the possibility of membership for art associations in countries without
umbrella organization of visual artists.
Grete Marstein (Norway) informed that this topic was discussed in international Executive Committee and new status was proposed – associate member.

IAA ID cards update
Anders Lidén (Sweden) showed ﬁnal version of IAA ID card design – back and front side. He explained:
In past the cards were printed by ofﬁce in Paris, this is not possible anymore
In future this should be a responsibility of National Committees to print the ID cards
The way of production and the quality of printing is up to National Committees – according to
their possibilities (ﬁnancial) – for example is for sure that in Africa the print quality will be lower
Grete Marstein (Norway) added that it should depend on national ﬁnancial and technical possibilities, but signs and colors should be the same. All templates will come from international ofﬁce
Werner Schaub (Germany) warned that there is a serious risk that parameters of ID cards will change
if each country will produce their own cards. He mentioned possibility to ﬁnd a sponsor to print the
carts centrally.
Grete Marstein (Norway) noted that in IAA statutes there is not stated who should be responsible
for the ID cards design. We should send this proposal to international commission as soon as possible
to approve.

In addition to National Committees the Association may admit associations or organizations in the
ﬁeld of art as Associate Members. Associate Members do not have voting rights. They apply to the
Executive Committee who shall inquire whether or not the applicant complies with the aims of the Association and its criteria of democratic structure. A two-third majority is required for a new associate
member to be accepted.
Rob den Boer (Netherlands) disagreed with making such decisions without French members. We
should avoid national conﬂicts between associations with normal membership and associated members, which could be transferred to IAA Europe. He mentioned situation with La Maison des Artistes
and Mrs. Bigot as an example. Grete Marstein (Norway) replied that this is the reason why associated
members will not have full membership, they will have no voting right. There is international working
group to work on it.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) stated that it is good proposal, but if they will have no voting right, membership should be resolved, in this case these members should not pay full amount (half of it ?).
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Werner Schaub

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) said the card should have a wallet size and
be made in plastic – this parameter should be preserved by all members.
Anders Lidén (Sweden) informed that Swedish NC is going to start their distribution in January in
Sweden. There is a question of an implementation and of an introduction of this card – national and
international site of card. Both sites of card must follow the same standard – national site and international site too, one card one design.
Aslaug Thorlacius (Iceland) opposed, they will have a big problem with the photos of members,
Iceland organization has more than 700 members.
Grete Marstein (Norway) added that each National Committee has its own system how to control
who pays and we can add something on the card to prove its validity for next period. She proposed
that the card should be sent only to members with all bills acquitted.
Anders Lidén (Sweden) proposed that only National Committee who paid a fee could produce
cards and there is an amnesty before 2010.

Future plans for IAA

Alex Meszmer

Anders Lidén (Sweden) informed about Haiti project:
realized one week after disaster – together in cooperation with La Maison des Artistes in Paris
help to Haitian artists from international community
collected artworks from artists living in Paris – IAA Europe was visible as a sponsor of this initiative
public auction organized – as a help to artists to create new structures in Haiti, more than 700
works were sold
without deﬁnition what they should do with money
more information on website
auction catalogue – huge, excellent examples, on the backside of catalogue is a logo of IAA Europe
the call for a similar initiative was sent to everybody, Sweden artists contributed by money
Vice-president of IAA Europe Alex Meszmer
(Switzerland) informed about project “Artists in
labs”, more info on www.ensser.org

-

effort to help to pass important information to National Committees, we need now capacities
to do so, these are limited, but we want to make them stronger
we can perform what is necessary to be done, web site, to stay in contact and to communi
cate
we have to manage a lot of information
important thing is to end with good results, to make the things work
proposed to vote, if the permanent ofﬁce of secretary is needed
suggested the ofﬁce here in Slovakia – Pavol Kral and Andrea Kozarova (who is right in this moment trained by webmaster Rob den Boer for updating new Blog on website and Facebook proﬁle of
IAA Europe) have proved their abilities in preparation of Congress and GA, they should continue.
He proposed to have the ofﬁce of secretary here in Slovakia until next General Assembly with 2000
Euro expenses a year.

Werner Schaub (Germany) informed about:
concept of Experts meeting in November
in Berlin
ECA communication
questions of mobility

Next General Assembly
Werner Schaub (Germany) proposed to prepare next GA in Berlin and to organize IAA Europe
symposium, repeat event that was organized two
years ago - big meeting with non-proﬁt galleries.
He proposed one day symposium and one day
GA.

Voting (after discussion): Yes - 12 votes, No - 6 votes, proposal was approved.
Pavol Kral (Slovakia) pointed out that for Slovak NC being responsible for running the ofﬁce of IAA
Europe is not question of money ﬁrst of all, we had stated no condition for it. It needs time, energy and
of course some expenses but it is honour for us to inform our members that delegates of GA IAA Europe
appreciated contribution of Slovak NC for IAA. That is why Slovak NC accepts the decision of GA.

Voting: Proposal was approved.

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides (Cyprus) thanked to all present delegates and observers for their active participation in the Congress and GA and expressed he is sure that the results will be
beneﬁts for everybody and we will together try to ﬁnd methods how to continue.

President of IAA Europe Christos Symeonides
(Cyprus) repeated his proposal concerning ofﬁce
of President in Bratislava:
it is necessary to stay in contact and ex
change ideas, advices
this Committee has a lot in mind because
the situation we face today, due to ﬁnan
cial crisis, is hard

Pavol Kral (Slovakia) at the very end reminded to delegates that building where this event of IAA
Europe was held is Slovak national monument: it is ﬁrst building built – by association of artists - in the
style of functionalism in Slovakia in the year 1925 – 1926 (architects Balan and Grossmann). For all the
time it was used for exhibitions of visual art and other cultural events.
It is important place also from point of view of contemporary development of Slovakia: on 19th No-
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Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum

vember 1989 ﬁrst meeting of citizens took place in this building launching the civic movement Public
against Violence which helped restore freedom and democracy in Slovakia.
He stated that General Assembly of IAA Europe is over and invited on behalf of Slovak NC everybody to Club of Artist to Good-bye dinner (from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.) with music program and Slovak
traditional meals and drinks. During dinner discussions continued at informal level.

Francis Desiderio, Jean-Pierre Adam

Good-bye dinner, Club of Artists

On Sunday Slovak NC organized, for those who were interested and allowed by their time and travelling options, group gallery visits in Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum and Gallery Zoya Museum.
Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum - one of the prestigious museums of modern art in Europe with
current exhibition of Jozef Jankovič, one of the greatest ﬁgures of modern Slovak art. The character
and signiﬁcance of his work, created over the period of ﬁfty years, secured him the leading position
on the Slovak art scene, but he also entered the international scene. He inventively inﬂuenced the
development of almost all media: sculpture, relief, drawing, collage, graphic art, jewelry, monumental
work and graphic design. http://danubiana.eu
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Gallery Zoya Museum

Oct 13, 2010, 18:51
Dear Pavol
Greetings and best wishes for success of the Assembly. To my great regret I am unable to attend the General
Assembly at Bratislava. I transfer you my vote; please read out my report.

Zoya Museum – with unique exhibition of artworks of Andy Warhol, collection of over 100 original
works of this painter. Exhibition presents works created by technique of screen-printing, but also very
rare drawings and oil-paintings. http://www.zoyamuseum.sk/

Thank you for your help. I look forward to getting a full report of the Assembly and its resolutions.
Gratefully,
Hedva Shemesh
President of Israel IAA
Greetings and best wishes for success of the Assembly.

Dear friends and colleagues.
From scraps of information that have reached us, we understand that the current controversy within AIAP has led some of us to forget the main point: the importance of an international federation of
artists aiming to promote the welfare of the artist, his/her recognition, his/her freedom of expression,
and the moral support and defense all artists deserve.
This organization cannot permit itself to be drawn into internal arguments in the various countries,
nor take on the role of referee. These matters need to be resolved within each country wherever artists
are active. The present state of affairs weakens us and drags us into situations we just cannot afford!
There‘s nothing wrong in a multiplicity of groups and organizations, it can only promote ideas and
creativity - as long as it doesn‘t deteriorate into power struggles and personal politics!
From long years of experience of creativity in a climate of political and military conﬂict, I want to remind ourselves of the importance of fostering the status and determination of the organization which
has given us its backing, granting us the vigour and will to continue the campaign in which we believe.
Let‘s not forget what the organization was created to do!
Thanks to your ﬁrm support in the past - in the future too I hope - we were able to focus upon our
aims by means of important projects: creating a solid basis for young artists at the outset of their
careers; setting up subsidized studios, promoting cooperative projects and exhibition spaces - all of
which help artists to achieve independence of commercial galleries and avoid being harnessed to
further boost their enormous proﬁts. We are working on programmes for insurance and pensions, so far
incomplete and we would be grateful to study models from other countries.
With the decline of the world economy, one of the ﬁrst effects is erosion of the personal and ﬁnancial status of each and every artist. Art and culture are the ﬁrst domains to suffer as countries launch
savage cuts in the sums allotted to art in every form.
In our own particular political arena, we continue to campaign for freedom of expression for every
artist - at a time when the current government is passing a series of laws severely hobbling democratic
rights. We support Palestinian artists in the occupied territories, art education in the refugee camps
there, joint art groups for Israeli and Palestinian children. We support the just campaign for peace
between the two peoples. We are very poor in material resources but wealthy in political and human
experience, bruised but rich in empathy.
In conclusion, I repeat my best wishes for creative success to all those attending the Assembly.

Hedva Shemesh
President, Israel Committee IAA
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National Report - Germany
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National Report - Iceland

generously by renting the house to us for 17% of the costs. The studios are granted to artists for a period of
three years. The exhibition space of the Visual Arts Center has now been rented out to a member of SÍM
who will take care of running it. This includes curating exhibitions, running a little gallery and renting it out for
bigger events.

Seljavegur studio building and Residency

New President of SÍM

Seljavegur is a 1700 m2 building that we acquired in the year 2006 as the Icelandic Coast Guard was
moving it headquarters. The building is owned by the Government and SÍM rents it at a similar price per/m2
as Korpúlfsstaðir. This building houses studios for 50 artists as well as the SÍM Residency for 10 artists.

In September of 2009 Áslaug Thorlacius resigned her position as Chairman of the Board of SÍM. The artist
Hlynur Hallsson from Akureyri in Northern Iceland took over to ﬁnish the two year term from 2008-2010. The
annual meeting was held in March and two artists ran for the Charirman position. Hlynur Hallsson the sitting
Chairman of the Board and Hrafnhildur Sigurðardóttir. The votes went 134 – 134, and the outcome had
therfore to be decided by tossing a coin. Hlynur chose the Crown and Hrafnhildur the Icelandic symbol.
The Icelandic symbol came up and Hrafnhildur is therefore the president for the next two year term from
2010-2012.

Lyngás

This year we added yet another building situated in Garðabær, which we rent from a private owner. This
building houses 14 studios and the artists moved in on June 1st and several artists are already waiting for an
opening. We are hopeful to be able to rent the rest of the building by next year, which would add another
10 studios.

Finances

SÍM Residency at Seljavegur, Korpúlfsstaðir and the Hafnarstræti motel.

Despite the ﬁnancial crisis in Iceland with the government cutting support to SÍM by 20% in the year 2010
the association is doing well ﬁnancially. In the year 2009 we came out with a proﬁt and it looks like 2010 will
be the same. The government plans to cut all support for the next year by an additional 25%. We hope that
despite of that our ﬁnancial situation will still be all right in 2011.

As previously stated the SÍM Residency is situated at Korpúlfsstaðir and Seljavegur. We can house three
artists at Korpúlfsstaðir. The residency at Seljavegur was expanded in the beginning of 2009 from ﬁve rooms
to ten and we can therefore house thirteen artists in the SÍM residency each month. In addition the former
rooms of the residency at the SÍM house of Hafnarstræti have now been changed into the cheapest motel
in Reykjavík reserved for artists only. This is used by artists who have projects in Reykjavík as well as the rest
of the country.

Taxes

The Icelandic government is currently revising its tax system. This includes the taxes and VAT for all artists. The president of BÍL, the umbrella organization for all artist associations in Iceland, was appointed to the
assistant committee to the Financial Ministry. She has taken the notes from SÍM about the reforms that we
are asking. We are hoping that the outcome of this tax reform will be a great improvement for all artists in
Iceland.

Every year we receive more than 100 artist in residence. The deadline for the residency is twice a year.
Reykjavík is a popular destination for artists and we are able to ﬁll the residency the whole year, with waiting
list for the summer months. SÍM is therefore contributing to making Reykjavík and Iceland a more culturally
diverse country.

Copyright

KKNord

This year we have had a breakthrough in Copyright matters. From the start of Myndstef – the Copyright
Association of Iceland about ten years ago the museums of the Municipality of Reykjavík have not wanted
to sign a contract with Myndstef. The last talks in 2006 were not successful and an attempt at new negotiations were delayed until this year. In June this year we we had elections and the right wing party lost its
majority in Reykjavík. The Best Party with a comic actor and stand-up comedian won by a landslide. The
actor had promised to put all his best friends into the best positions and he held that promise. This resulted
in artists getting appointed to all the ruling posts in Reykjavík. The president of SÍM took up the matter of the
lack of copyright contract before the Reykjavík Cultural Committee. They immediately asked for a meeting
with SÍM and Myndstef where a contract was drafted, which we have high hopes will be signed before the
end of the year.

Kknord – Culture Contact North, is a body ﬁnanced by the Nordic countries. It´s purpose is to increase cooperation and mobility between the countries within the cultural sector. They have a Residency Program,
where residencies can apply for support lasting 2-3 years. During this period the residencies granted support
build a network amongst themselves as well as inviting artists from the Nordic countries to come for a two
month visit. SÍM was awarded this stipend for the last three years from 2007-2010. We were therefore able to
invite about 15 artists from the Nordic and Baltic countries to come and work in Iceland for a period of time.
The conclusion of the program will be a meeting in the end of October in Lithuania, where the directors of
all the residencies will meet and conclude what was good and what could be done better.

SÍM Residency in Berlin.

Government Stipends to artists

The SÍM director Ingibjörg Gunnlaugsdóttir went to Berlin this summer to take a look at housing for a new
Icelandic SÍM residency. She has now worked day and night to establish the residency and it opened on
October 1st with the ﬁrst Icelandic artist traveling to Berlin for a months stay. The residency has room for four
artists a month with a possibility to expand in the future, as more apartments become available in the beginning. The residency is for Icelandic artists to begin with, but may be opened up to others in the future.

In the last few years SÍM through BÍL has been trying to negotiate with the Ministry of Culture to increase
the stipends to visual artists, as their share in the whole amount distributed to artists has not been fare. Last
year we ﬁnally got a breakthrough and the fees will be somewhat more fairly distributed. They will increase
in increments during the next four years.

Homepage and UMM

Studios

The homepage of SÍM has been under revision for a long period. In August we hired a company to reconstruct the web-page totally and it will soon be ﬁnished. We hope to launch it with a press conference in
the middle of November.

In the last few years SÍM has laid an emphasis on supplying the demand for cheap studio spaces. This we
do by renting two bigger buildings in Reykjavík from the Municipality of Reykjavík and the Government for
very reasonable prices, which we then sublet to SÍM artists. This year we added a third building in the town
of Garðabær about 7 km from the SÍM ofﬁces in Hafnarstræti. The number of studios in these three buildings
are about 125. All three building have a long waiting list of artists, which enables us to constantly ﬁll spaces
that are returned to us. We are therefore still looking out for a new building to rent.

The UMM web page is a bank of information of all Icelandic artists. There you can ﬁnd CV´s, Bio´s and
pictures of artwork of all Icelandic visual artists. This web-page was totally redesigned to better support our
needs and the new UMM page was launched in July this year. Our hope is that Icelandic artists will update
their site within the web so that it can fully function as a web bank for all those seeking Icelandic artists.

Korpúlfsstaðir Visual Arts Center

Since 1996 SÍM has been renting out studios in Korpúlfsstaðir – an old dairy farm on the outskirts of Reykjavík, which at ﬁrst counted about eleven studios. Two years ago a bigger part of the building was established as a Visual Arts Center. This now includes the 60 studios rented out to members of SÍM, workshops for
wood, iron, textiles and ceramics, a branch of the Reykjavík School of Visual arts an exhibition space and
ﬁnally the SÍM Residency housing three visiting artists. Reykjavík municipality supports the Visual Arts Center

Reykjavík October 2010.
On behalf of SÍM – The Association of Icelandic Visual Artists.
Hrafnhildur Sigurðardóttir
Chairman of the Board
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National Report - Slovakia
Pavol Kral: Report about activities and ideas of Slovak National Committee of IAA,
about what was done from last GA IAA and what we would like to continue in.

A/ Exhibition
Great part of our activities is connected with organizing exhibitions. We prepare (or take part on
preparing) about 30 – 40 of them every year. Most of them at national level but also exhibition from
abroad (for example at the year 2010 exhibition from Germany, Russia, Austria, Denmark, India, joint
exhibition Ukraine/Slovakia, exchange of exhibitions with Czech Republic and Lithuania). It is possible
to rent exhibition halls of our Gallery or we do it on principle of reciprocity.

B/ Changing of building of Slovak Union of Visual Arts to the place where
artists can feel like at home
Not only visual artists - also musicians, writers, dancers or actors are welcomed at our activities: we
started organizing of concerts at our Gallery, evening of poetry at our Club of Artists, short dance performance etc.
To prepare appropriate condition for it we continue - step by step - in reconstruction of our building
(there is Gallery of Slovak Union of Visual Arts, Ofﬁce of SUVA, Club of Artists, Restaurant, Pub, Garden
restaurant). It is national monument 85 years old and need lot of care but we are independent association so we do it mostly without support from the side of state.

C/ The matter we are really interesting in and we would like to continue
in is process of improving social and legal rights of artists
We suppose that this could be one of the main goals of IAA because:
1/ art is not just matter of entertainment or luxury or even something useless, it is not marginal also
from point of view of economy but - contrarily to general opinion of many people - art and culture are
very important for development of society and states
2/ cultural and creative sector as a whole is in good condition, but the most important part of it
– the artists, without whom this sector cannot exist - are not in good “condition” at all. It can be said
that in European countries artists are generally in worse situation than people in other professions, if we
compare groups with the same level of education, duration of their activities and so on.
That is why I am persuaded that we should talk about it more often and more loudly. It is just „speaking“ or „words“ on the paper and of course it is „run on long distance“ but ...
I think that it is worth of it to continue with process which has started at Paris – 1th Convention of
Visual Artists (preparing from about 2006, Convention at the Centre Pompidou – December 2008,
publishing The White Book analyzing the state of artists in Europe with recommendation for improving it
– summer 2009). Especially The White book is very useful - I ´ve spent o lot of time promoting The White
Book in period from the year 2009 at Slovakia:
- I had a personal meeting with VIP like Members of Parliament, state secretaries of Ministry of
Culture, state secretary of Ministry of Social Affairs, general director department of art at Ministry of
Culture, Minister of Social Affairs, few weeks before election also with actual Minister of Finance and
Prime Minister, and other responsible representatives of state administration,
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Green Paper - Unlocking the potential of creative industry

- I presented The White Book at meetings of visual artists and also at meetings of representatives of
other kinds of art - musicians, actors, writers and so on,

Initiative of Androulla Vassiliou, commisionaire of European Commission for Education, Culture, Multilingualism and Youth was published on April 27 and was open for European discussion until July 30,
2010:

- Just a few weeks later than White Book was published in Paris I prepared publishing of this book in
Slovak language with additional information about situation at Slovakia and with some proposals that
would improve state of artists.

Meeting of ECCD, Brussels, Belgium, May 3 - 4, 2010:
I took part on the meeting of about 10 representatives of European Coalition for Cultural Diversity
with members of cabinets of Commissioners of Trade and Culture at Brussels just few days after publishing Green Paper. I was persuaded that appointment with the member of the European Commission
might would be useful for solving the problem of art and culture or at least it might would help to start
a discussion or help to the culture to be more visible. At Brussels - immediately after meeting at European Commission - we decided to prepare together Comment on behalf of ECCD (and we did it by
July 30, 2010 - see attached).

Activities abroad
The Convention of UNESCO on protection and promotion of Diversity of Cultural Expressions from
the year 2005 is base for activities of Coalition for Cultural Diversity. The Convention was ratiﬁed by
more than 100 states from all over the world till now. The Coalitions for Cultural Diversity have developed all around the word (about 42 Coalitions to date). Artists from all kind of art are involved in this
movement so it can by important and useful for improvement of situation in art and culture generally.
I am Vice-President of Slovak Coalition for Cultural Diversity and I have used all possibilities to promote
The White Book and the matter of social and legal rights of artists also at this area:

I informed my colleagues about initiative Green Paper at the next ExCom IAA-Europe meeting at
Berlin, June 2010. I proposed to join discussion on behalf of IAA-Europe. I had no doubts we should support it and I prepared proposal what we can do. After discussion the proposal was accepted.

- Meeting of European Coalition for Cultural Diversity, Paris, May 2009:
On the agenda of the meeting was my information about course of negotiations and results of the
1th European convention of Visual artists at Paris, December 2008

Than in July I prepared Comment on behalf of IAA-Europe and after approval by ExCom members
I sent it to Brussels by July 30, 2010 (see attached).
I started open discussion about Green Paper also at the frame of Slovakia. I felt strong support from
the side of visual artists and also from other kind of artists so I prepared Comments not only on behalf
of Slovak Union of Visual Arts but also on behalf of Slovak Coalition for Cultural Diversity.

- Meeting of European Coalition for Cultural Diversity, Paris, October 2009:
I presented The White Book and also Slovak version of this book. I informed my colleagues from
other European countries about our activities connected with it at Slovakia.

International seminar about Cultural Diversity and Globalization, Bratislava, Slovakia, September 29-30, 2010

There was on the agenda also preparing of the Congress of International Federation of Coalitions
for Cultural Diversity. Delegates proposed Pavol Kral from Slovakia and Jorge Bosso from Spain to be
European candidates for election to the Board of Directors of IF CCD.

I took part on preparing the international seminar about Cultural Diversity and Globalization organized by Slovak Ministry of Culture in cooperation with Slovak Coalition for Cultural Diversity. It would
consist from three parts and one of them would be about role of civil society (Coalitions) and in that
part will be in chaire Slovak Coalition for cultural diversity. I have told about this Seminar with Anders
Lidén (Sweden, NC IAA - he told that he might would be interested in taking part at it) and Nathalie
Meindre (Maisson des Artistes, Paris – about the possibility to invite also representative of this organization – Paris, January 2010).

- Congress of IF CCD Salvador de Bahia, Brazil, November 5 - 8, 2009:
There were present delegates of about 45 states. The Congress ﬁnished with a discussion about approval of 3 proposal of resolutions: proposals of resolutions of Canada, Chile and Slovakia. I prepared
Slovak proposal of resolution as the reaction on the course of negotiations there. I felt lack of more
marked role of artists in generally positive process of development of movement on protection and
promotion of diversity of cultural expressions. I was persuaded that we should express need to support
artists from the side of states in the frame of the positive effort to improve access to the art and culture
generally.

The effort at this case was useless: after one year of preparation the event was from the side of state
cancelled.
Nobody can guarantee the real effect of events like this, but I think it can be useful to cooperate
with artists organizations with similar goals like IAA: ECCD, ECA, ..., to share some information and occasionally to be present as a representatives of IAA on events of organizations like this. That is why I
think that the idea of IGBK is interesting (e-mail of Werner Schaub, February 2010: At our last board
meeting it was discussed that IGBK will organize a European conference in Berlin in 2011 and to run
in parallel the annual meeting of the European Council of Artists. The idea came up to also invite the
IAA Europe for its General Assembly and to organize the conference possibly together with both, the
European Council of Artists and the IAA Europe - a theme still has to be considered).

There were contradictions in ﬁrst reactions on the proposal: from being in agreement, across attempts at changing it to too formal and that is why redundand form, to misunderstanding. Even ﬁrst
time during the Congress the chairman proposed to make a break with the aim to gain a time to
negotiate and try to speak the same language. The general secretary of IF CCD unofﬁcially proposed
me to weight the possibility of taking my proposal of resolution back, but I refused it.
I used time of break to unofﬁcial negotiations with delegates of the Congress and with members of
Board of Directors. I explained the basis of the matter and gained their support.
In a speech after the break I answered the questions and respond to objections. I defended my
proposal ﬁnally: it can be said that 100% of delegates voted for the resolution: 2 delegates voted
against but it was explained immediately after voting by chairman (Vice -President Beat Sanchi, Swiss)
that they voted against just because of misunderstanding in French translation of resolution. (It was
really emotional end of Congress: „Slovakia bravo“could be heard on the way to the lunch after voting.)
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€560 billion in value added in 2008, which represent a contribution of 4.5% of the total EU GDP. If we
add the non-core creative industries, such as the manufacture and sale of hardware and non-dedicated industries such as transport, the value added is approximately €860 billion, representing an estimated 6.9% share of GDP. In terms of employment, the core creative industries account for 8.5 million
of jobs in 2008 or 3.8% of total workforce. With the non-core creative industries, employment is 14 million or 6.5% of the total EU workforce.
(http://www.teraconsultants.fr/assets/publications/PDF/2010-Mars Etude_Piratage_TERA_full_report-En.pdf).

What we can (or should) do for changing general opinion on culture and art:
July 27, 2010 http://www.iaa-europe.eu/

A/ We can use the Green Paper for opening and supporting a discussion at national level:
a/ With common people generally (TV, newspapers, ...)
b/ With artists from any ﬁelds of art
c/ With responsible members of state administration (Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Social Affairs, Members of Parliament, ...)

European Commission
DG Education and Culture
Green Paper on cultural and creative industries
MADO 17/76
B-1049 Brussels

B/ We can use the Green Paper for opening and supporting a discussion at european level:
a/ With responsible members of european institutions and international organisations (European Commision, European Parliament, UNESCO, ...)
b/ To exchange positive experiences of national art associations

Comment on Green Paper
on behalf of Executive committee of IAA Europe

C/ We recommend responsible authorities at national and european level (Ministeries of Culture,
European Commision,...) to start with long-term research of public opinions and relations to art and
culture
this would help to ﬁnd out what is the state actually and to develop the better system to improve it

The International Association of Art Europe is a network of about 40 national member organisations,
within Europe, representing professional visual artists.
At the very beginning we would like to note, that there is plurality of opinions on the Green Paper
in artistic community, what is undoubtedly sound and allows us to perceive this problem from several
aspects.
To illustrate this fact we enclose view of colleague Werner Schaub, President of IGBK (Internationale
Gesellschaft der Bildenden Künste, Berlin) and ex president of IAA Europe, which is slightly different
from agreed opinion of EC IAA Europe quoted below:
“The Green Paper was discussed in Germany in an interdisciplinary expert group. We all agreed
that this document does not bring forward new ideas but is reproducing old statements.
More than this the Green Paper is dangerous in our opinion. The cultural ﬁeld is seen from a economical point of view primarily.”

2/ If the relations between common people and art or artists were more positive, it
would be easier to do something for improving social and legal rights of artists
Cultural and creative sector as a whole is in a good condition, but the most important part of it
– the artists, without whom this sector can not exist - are not in good “condition” at all. It can be said
that in european countries artists are generally in worse situation than people in other professions, if
we compare groups with the same level of education, duration of their activities and so on (see also:
The Status of Artists in Europe, a study requested by the European Parliament’s committee on Culture
and Education, completed in November 2006, author European Institute for Comparative Cultural
Research, Bonn, and others).

Finally approved comment on behalf of Executive committee of AIAP/IAA Europe is more positive:

1/ We appreciate - from our point of view - that The Green Paper can help to
change general opinion on culture and art. That could lead to more positive relations
between common people and artists, between common people and art, or more
generally: between common people and culture.

What we can (or should) do to improve social and legal rights of artists:
We can use the Green Paper to remind again our national authorities that something should be
done and to prepare speciﬁc proposal for improving the situation of artists and culture generally on
national level. If we want to see it from positive point of view: the ﬁnancial and economical crisis is not
a reason to stop support of culture, but reason to refresh attempts to improve social and legal rights
of artists:

We appreciate the new initiative of Androulla Vassiliou, European Commissioner for Education,
Culture, Multilingualism and Youth. There are almost the same ideas that we were saying for long time
already: that art is not just matter of entertainment or luxury or even something useless, that it is not
marginal also from point of view of economy but - contrarily to general opinion of many people - art
and culture are very important for development of society, economy and states.

„Europe‘s cultural and creative industries are not only essential for cultural diversity in our continent;
they are also one of our most dynamic economic sectors. They have an important role to play in helping to bring Europe out of the crisis,“ said Androulla Vassiliou, European Commissioner for Education,
Culture, Multilingualism and Youth (Brussels, 27 April 2010).

For illustration quoted from the Green Paper:
„Many recent studies have shown that the cultural and creative industries represent highly innovative companies with a great economic potential and are one of Europe‘s most dynamic sectors,
contributing around 2.6 % to the EU GDP, with a high growth potential, and providing quality jobs to
around 5 million people across EU-27.“ (Green Paper, page 2)
„Beyond their direct contribution to GDP, the cultural and creative industries are also important
drivers of economic and social innovation in many other sectors.“ (Green Paper, page 3)

3/ We recommend to add right to the subtitle „Unlocking the potential of culture
and creative industries“ also „and artists“ (Unlocking the potential of culture and creative industries and artists). Artists are the most important part of culture and creative
industries so we recommend to focus more on them. Using just the term „industries“ is
(a little bit) confusing:

A more recent study conducted by TERA Consultants in March 2010 for the International Chamber
of Commerce shows that the core creative industries in the EU27 are estimated to generate almost

It is written in the Green Paper that most of this „industry“ is consisting of 1 or 2 people! We are persuaded that for 1 or 2 people is more appropriated the term „artists“ than „industry“. And if the most of
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Comment on Green Paper - ECCD

5 million people mentioned in the Green Paper are not „industry“ but „artists“ it is a reason to remind
- politely but loudly - social and legal rights of artists.
Quoted from the Green Paper:
„As mentioned, many cultural and creative entrepreneurs are small to medium sized enterprises.
Among them, enterprises consisting of one to two people represent the overwhelming majority of
the companies of the sector and encompass this new type of „entrepreneurial individuals“ or „entrepreneurial cultural workers“, who no longer ﬁt into previously typical patterns of full time professions.“
(Green Paper, page 11)

c/o ADRIC - 11 bis rue Ballu - 75009 Paris
Tél. : +33(0)1 40 23 45 14 - Fax : +33(0)1 40 23 45 89
Email : cedc@coalitionfrancaise.org
Web : www.coalitionfrancaise.org/cedc
Numéro de registre des représentants d’intérêts
de la Commission européenne : 29737542657-40

4/ We recommend to focus more on the individual creators and the problems related to their status, rights, social and tax environments, using the White Book as the
starting point in developing the process that have started with the project The Green
Book

G R E E N

European Commission public consultation, July 2010

Putting in place the right enablers

5/ Because of many (most of) artists work as an self-employed persons, or free
lances, and their legal or social status in EU is different from country to country, we
propose unifying and equalization these “workers” with other professions at EU level
(right for collective negotiation, social dialogue, etc.) by adopting EU directive, respecting common interests of all artists in the EU.

New spaces for experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship in the cultural
and creative sector
1. How to create more spaces and better support for experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship in the CCIs? More particularly, how to increase access to ICT services in/for cultural and creative activities and improve the use of their cultural content? How could ICTs become a driver of new
business models for some CCIs?

So the “European social model” will become not only status (meaning), which is in every country
different, but also really meaningful term.

6/ It was written above that art and culture are very important from the point of
view of economy, that contrarily to the general opinion their contribution to the development of countries is not marginal but we would like to remind – at last but not at
least - that art and culture are not only about money:

Inside the International Federation of Coalitions for Cultural Diversity (IFCCD), the European Coalitions for Cultural Diversity (CEDC) federate 12 national coalitions of professional cultural organisations
(cinema, television, music, literature, performing arts, visual and graphic arts, multimedia) in Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.

- Culture - same as education and health – cannot be measured only from the point of view of
money. Society without culture or education or health would be a society with no future, even if it was
a very rich society.

The objective of this alliance is to keep European institutions informed of the expectations and
needs of the creators and the cultural professionals organisations, not only with regards to the 2005
UNESCO convention on the protection and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions, but also
on any other subject related to culture and under European competence, particularly trade negotiations.

- Art and culture should be supported by state, because questions of art and culture cannot be
decided only by market: market is very often wrong, especially in the area of contemporary art. The
“market” of his time did not recognize that Rembrandt was a genius, “market” ignored Vincent van
Gogh all his life, “market” did not want even the Eiffel Tower at the beginning – people did not like it,
only later they got used to it and now it is impossible to imagine Paris without its symbol.

The European coalitions gather generally twice a year and regularly meet representatives from the
Commission and other European institutions. They have speciﬁcally made a stand:
To welcome the adoption of the UNESCO Convention for the protection and promotion of the
diversity of cultural expressions in October 2005 and its rapid implementation in March 2007, after it
was ratiﬁed by the European Community and 12 Member States in December 2006,
To call for a massive ratiﬁcation of the Convention, particularly by the EU Member States which
have not done so yet,
To contribute to the ﬁrst European Forum for Culture which took place in Lisbon in September
2007,
To alert on the European Commission practice to attach cultural cooperation protocols to
bilateral or regional trade agreements.

- A very great part of the cultural heritage of mankind would never have been created without
the support of state: pyramids of Egypt, the statue of David or the paintings of the Sistine Chappell by
Michelangelo, to name just a few.
On behalf of Executive committee of AIAP/IAA Europe:

………….…..………………………………………
Pavol Kral, MA
Secretary of EC IAA Europe

P A P E R

- UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL
OF CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

- The White Book/ Le livre blanc – result from meetings and discussions at 1st European convention
about social and legal rights of artists, Paris 2008; the project was organised by Maison des Artistes,
Paris, in cooperation with members of IAA Europe and others from 23 european countries:
http://conventioneuropeennedesartsvisuels.eu/francais/accueil.htm
- extended Slovak version of the White Book - „Biela kniha“:
http://www.svu.sk/data/other/Biela_kniha.pdf

………….…..………………………………………..
Christos Symeonides
President of IAA Europe

CEDC welcomes the establishment of the two civil society’s Platforms on Cultural and Creative
Industries on one hand and on Access to Culture on the other hand, and of the Members States’ work-
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ing groups, following the Communication on a European Agenda for Culture in a globalizing world in
2007. CEDC thanks their participants for the work accomplished.

and creative industries. Indeed, it is economically inconsistent for the EU to allow reduced VAT rates
for traditional exploitation of ﬁlms in theatres and on TV for instance and to apply a full rate on video
on-demand, while at the same time calling for a vibrant digital single market (see the European Commission Communication on a Digital Agenda for Europe of 19 May 2010).

CEDC also welcomes the publication of the Green Paper “Unlocking the potential of cultural and
creative industries” and the opportunity offered by the public consultation to contribute to the debate. However, CEDC is disappointed that some important issues, addressed in particular by the recommendations of the Cultural and Creative Industries’ Platform, are not developed in the Green Paper, whereas they are central to the European cultural and creative industries:

A full VAT rate on online cultural products and services is an important lock which prevents the takeup of online services offering cultural and creative works. This aspect has been recently highlighted by
the preliminary results of the KEA and CERNA study on multi-territorial licensing for the online distribution of audiovisual works in the EU commissioned by the European Commission (http://www.keanet.
eu/docs/stakeholderworkshopslides2june2010_updated.pdf).

- The Green Paper focuses a lot on the importance of SMEs in the cultural and creative sectors
and addresses their particular challenges, while it neglects the individual creators and the problems
related to their status, rights, social and tax environments.
- Authors’ rights are very brieﬂy mentioned and their challenges not addressed, while they are
central to the cultural and creative industries as they represent the key system of protection of works
allowing their exploitation and rewarding the authors.
- The long-standing claim from the cultural and creative industries to provide reduced VAT rates for
all cultural products and services, both online and ofﬂine, is not even mentioned in the Green Paper.
- The cultural exchanges and international trade chapter does not reﬂect the current discussions
on the cultural cooperation protocols annexed to international agreements neither, whereas they aim
at promoting the implementation of the 2005 UNESCO convention, which is the unique international
instrument that recognizes the role of cultural and creative industries in the promotion of cultural diversity.

In addition, the call for innovation and experimentation in the cultural and creative industries should
not be an excuse for the questioning of some fundamental principles for the basic functioning of the
cultural and creative industries, such as the respect and enforcement of authors’ rights and neighbouring rights online. ECCD rejects the idea that internet and the massive development of intellectual
property infringing activities online, in particular via peer-to-peer networks, make the possibility and
thus the need to protect intellectual property online obsolete. On the contrary, digital technologies
which make it so easy to copy and disseminate works, call for an increased need for education on the
nature and value of intellectual property rights. Creators need and deserve the same level of protection online and ofﬂine.

Access to funding
4. How to stimulate private investment and improve CCIs access to ﬁnance? Is there added value
for ﬁnancial instruments at the EU level to support and complement efforts made at national and regional levels? If yes, how?

CEDC contribution aims therefore at reintroducing these issues in the discussion on unlocking the
potential of European cultural and creative industries and at answering the questions of the public
consultation which are relevant to its ﬁeld of activity.

The Green Paper immediately recognizes that “access to ﬁnance is a core barrier to growth for
many businesses within the sector.”

***
The Green paper assesses that the ICTs open up new opportunities for creators to produce and
distribute their works to a wider public at a lower cost, independently of physical and geographical
constraints. Except in theory, this is not completely true. Obviously ICTs open up new opportunities for
the creative and cultural industries and in particular creators, notably in artistic terms, but this does not
happen without any constraints, at least in the ﬁlm and audiovisual sectors. Scriptwriters and directors
can hardly create ﬁlms on their own; they need to work with a team of talents and technicians. Even
if digital technologies have reduced the weight and size of the technical material, scriptwriters and
directors need minimal funding to make their ﬁlm project become true. According to the European
Audiovisual Observatory, in the ﬁve biggest markets of the EU (France, UK, Germany, Italy and Spain),
the average budget for a ﬁlm was still € 4.58 million in 2008, even if budgets have dramatically decreased in many countries.

The OMC Expert group also believes that “the importance of sufﬁcient EU funding has also to be
acknowledged by politicians as a “sine qua non” condition for CCIs to become valuable and fully
competitive alternatives – existing funds should then be increased or made available where they currently aren’t”.
At the moment the digital shift has far greater consequences for the audiovisual sector compared
to other related sectors, as it seems to require a fundamental restructuring of the industry’s ﬁnancial
mechanisms. But just as the audiovisual industry ﬁnds itself in a state of transition from old business models to new ones, the global ﬁnancial crisis has caused Member States to cut state aid to production
of new ﬁlms; broadcasters pay less for screening rights due to competition with internet for advertising
revenue, corporate sponsorship sharply decreases, and private investors invest more conservatively
- if at all.

In this context, public funds are becoming increasingly important: we observe to the proportional
intensiﬁcation of the share of public funds in the ﬁnancing of the whole cinematographic and audiovisual value chain. It is therefore of a tremendous importance that these public funds are secured both
in terms of legacy regarding the EU state aids’ rules (see the conclusions of the Belgium EU Presidency seminar on support to European cinema (http://www.audiovisuel.cfwb.be/index.php?id=avm_
mons2010en) and in terms of resources made available.

On top of all this the EC expects the creation of a single digital market for creative content and
calls for Europe-wide multi-territory licensing without analyzing to what extent the industry may need
alternative funding sources to compensate for a decrease in licensing revenue.
Therefore, the backbone of ﬁnancing for the audiovisual industry in Europe, like any other cultural
sector, is – and must continue to be - public funding. In order to ensure a culturally diverse output of
works there is a need for a variety of funding sources. Yet when each ﬁnancier is only willing or able to
contribute a fraction of the budget, it has become excessively time consuming to raise funding, and
the end result may often be that projects fall apart because they cannot make so many ﬁnanciers
come on board at the same time.

Scriptwriters and directors consider the ICTs to be a driver for innovation. They experiment the full
potential of digital tools on a daily basis, using them to create interactive works or new formats like 3D.
Unfortunately, it is on the exploitation side that the ICTs fail today to develop real opportunities. Online
digital networks have not proved to be great vectors of distribution of audiovisual works to the beneﬁt of creators yet, both in terms of availability of works and of revenues. The high level rate of online
piracy and the concomitant internet users’ habit for free content make it difﬁcult to develop online
audiovisual services with high quality professional European audiovisual works.

CEDC supports the MEDIA programme of the European Commission which complements the national and regional funds for the audiovisual industry in order to foster the competitiveness of the
European industry, the circulation of cinematographic and audiovisual works and cultural diversity. It
particularly cares about the development and video on demand action lines.

An important measure to improve the use of creative content online would be to reduce VAT
rates for all cultural products and services, both online and ofﬂine, as mentioned in the introduction
as a central proposal of the Platform’s recommendations and a long-standing claim from the cultural
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Regarding development, it is generally admitted that scriptwriting is underfunded in Europe. Yet,

- In EU-27, 29% of cultural workers usually or sometimes work at home. This is signiﬁcantly higher
than the rate in the total workforce, which has no more than 13% home-workers.

this stage which is essential in shaping the project is not properly taken into account in the framework
of the development support granted to production companies. Therefore, in view of the next generation of EC programmes after 2013, CEDC would encourage the MEDIA programme to ﬁnd a better
balance between writing and development. Development support should also be aimed at improving the circulation of scripts, particularly with a view to co-production.

Because so many artists work as self-employed persons or free lancers, and their legal or social
status in EU varies from one country to the other, we propose unifying and equalising these cultural
workers with other professions at EU level (right for collective negotiation, social dialogue, etc.) so that
the “European social model” will become meaningful.

Regarding the current difﬁculties for video on demand to take up due to online piracy, lack of business models and licensing issues, it is important that the MEDIA programme supports European video
on-demand platforms which display European cinematographic and audiovisual works to a multi-territorial audience. It would be useful to reinforce this action line in two directions:
- support the digitisation of European cinematographic and audiovisual works to foster their online
availability on these platforms;
- facilitate the licensing process across borders and decrease transaction costs by promoting rights’
aggregation, catalogues, rights’ registries and one stop shops (see the preliminary results of the KEA
and CERNA study).

In the context of the Green Paper, CEDC recommends to focus more on the individual creators and
the problems related to their status, rights, social and tax environments, using the White Book of the
Convention of Europe’s visual artists held in Paris on the 15 and 16 of December 2008 which debated
the issue of artists’ socio-economic status as the starting point in developing the process (http://conventioneuropeennedesartsvisuels.eu/europe/?lang=en).
In addition, as underlined in the Green Paper, barriers to mobility for artists and creators do exist in
the European Union. On the one hand, they are due to the difﬁculties for non Europeans to obtain a
visa and on the other hand, to tax and social regulations, which differ from one European Member
State to the other. The CEDC regrets that, on this crucial point, some of the recommendations of the
national experts’ group in charge of this issue were not mentioned in the Green Paper.

The Green Paper further remarks that “the global digital shift reinforces the position of important
stakeholders such as telecom companies or consumer electronics manufacturers, and coincides with
the emergence of new strong global players such as search engines and web based social platforms
which while making signiﬁcant contributions to the development of the market place – can potentially
act as new gatekeepers.”

For instance, the national experts’ group proposed that Member States, when implementing the
new Community code on visas, should pay attention to the speciﬁcities of the cultural sector in order
to match its special needs (e.g.: set-up of shortened procedure) and added that awareness-raising
and training of the visas authorities should be means to reach this objective.

CEDC fully agrees that “creating and maintaining the level playing ﬁeld which ensures that there
are no unjustiﬁed barriers to entry will require combined efforts in different policy ﬁelds, especially competition policy.”

Regarding the complexity of European regulations, the availability of clear, complete ready and
easy to use information should be a European priority. Therefore, the national experts group’s recommendation to set up Mobility Information Services, both virtual and material information centres,
in every European country should be welcomed. Nevertheless, considering the importance of this
project, it will be necessary to build on the previous European experiences such as the mobility information platform “On the move” and the pilot project PRACTICS relating to European cultural contact
points (both European funded). A close follow-up of the set-up of the Mobility Information Services as
well as an efﬁcient European coordination should also be guaranteed. Finally, information exchanges
with stakeholders and consultation of the cultural sector is a key issue to undertake a project adapted
to the cultural sector needs.

It would also be reasonable to require any audiovisual media services that proﬁts from European
audiovisual works to invest a fair share of their turnover in the production of new works by for instance
contributing to national ﬁlm and audiovisual production funds, in line with Article 13 of the Audiovisual
Media Services Directive.

Local and regional development as a launch pad for global success
Mobility and the circulation of cultural and creative works

European mobility, in the context of great linguistic and cultural diversity, should also be promoted
by the following actions:

7. What new instruments should be mobilised to promote cultural diversity through the mobility of
cultural and creative works, artists and cultural practitioners within the European Union and beyond?
To which extent could virtual mobility and online access contribute to these objectives?

- Translation, sub-titling and dubbing of European works: the European funding of European translations already exists under the Culture programme but should be strengthened and extended to subtitling and dubbing.

When we talk about the mobility of artists and cultural workers, it is important to ﬁrst acknowledge
that artists and cultural workers are generally in worse situations than people in other professions, if we
compare groups with the same level of education (see: The Status of Artists in Europe, a study commissioned by the European Parliament’s committee on Culture and Education in 2006). The cultural statistics gathered by Eurostat (Edition 2007) highlight speciﬁc features of cultural employment, particularly
in terms of levels of education and job security:

- Promotion of live performance should be enhanced in Europe, for instance through the creation
of cultural points in every Member State which would be entrusted with the mission of promotion and
diffusion of European creations outside their country of origin. One could consider a funding via the
Culture programme which could also encompass the support of less known repertoires. The visual arts
should also receive this type of support.

- Persons working in the cultural ﬁeld are generally better educated than those employed in the
economy as a whole: nearly 48% of cultural workers have completed tertiary-level education, compared with 26% for the workforce in general.

- Promotion of exchanges between European creators, such as cross- residence schemes.
In this context, it should be mentioned that European funding does not often match the needs of
the small cultural entities. Therefore, the European Commission should follow the recommendation of
both the Platform on cultural and creative industries and the national experts group to conduct an
accurate assessment of the demands of the cultural sector and subsequently create small-scaled aids
(small amount/ simpliﬁed procedure) under the new European multiannual ﬁnancial framework.

- Cultural employment is often less secure: 16% of cultural workers have temporary jobs, compared
with 13% in total employment, and 25% have part-time jobs, compared with 17% in the working population as a whole.
- In the EU, 29% of persons working in the cultural ﬁeld are non-employees (i.e. self-employed),
compared with 14% in the total working population.

Moreover, the creation of a MEDIA-type programme for cultural and creative industries should be
considered in order to support the actions mentioned above.

- The proportion of workers with second jobs is nearly twice as high in cultural employment as in
total employment in EU-27.

Finally, the European Union and Member States should support the collection of mobility data in
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Another important element for the circulation of audiovisual works is co-production. A ﬁlm being
considered national in several Member States has greater chances to ﬁnd its way to the audience
in the co-production countries, being promoted by a native producer in each territory. It is therefore
important that funding schemes at national level allow and encourage co-productions.

order to assess the level of European mobility and to make suggestions for mobility development via a
quantitative but also qualitative approach.
As far as the audiovisual sector is concerned, it already beneﬁts from two EU instruments aiming
at promoting cultural diversity through the circulation of audiovisual works, which are known to play
an important role in enhancing intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding, two key elements
to build a European common identity and citizenship. The ﬁrst one is the MEDIA programme and the
second is the Audiovisual Media Services Directive which took over from the Television without Frontiers
Directive.

The audiovisual authors and artists’ mobility is not addressed by the MEDIA programme as such. European audiovisual professionals can beneﬁt from training programmes supported by MEDIA but these
programmes do not aim at fostering their mobility in particular. It therefore seems that the best mobility
plans for audiovisual authors are co-productions, which combine teams of talents and technicians of
the co-production countries. At the development stage, one can also imagine residences and crossresidence schemes for audiovisual authors to develop projects in a multi-cultural environment.

Apart from the development’ scheme and support to video on-demand services which are very
important, the MEDIA programme also contains action lines for the distribution of ﬁlms outside of their
territory of origin, for ﬁlm promotion and festivals. These action lines are essential to help ﬁlms and
audiovisual works to circulate out of their country of origin and to give the opportunity to a foreign
audience to discover and access European ﬁlms. In this context, support to sub-titles and dubbing of
audiovisual works is also important to facilitate this circulation.

Cultural exchanges and international trade
8. Which tools should be foreseen or reinforced at EU level to promote cooperation, exchanges and
trade between the EU CCIs and third countries?

Article 16 of the codiﬁed version of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive maintains the broadcasting quotas of European audiovisual works deﬁned in the Television Without Frontiers Directive,
while Article 13 adapts them to the speciﬁcities of the on-demand services. Article 13 provides that
Member States shall ensure that on-demand audiovisual media services promote the production of
and access to European works. Such a promotion could relate, inter alia, to the ﬁnancial contribution
made by such services to the production and rights acquisition of European works or to the share and/
or prominence of European works in the catalogue of programmes offered.

ECCD has been surprised to discover that the Green Paper did not mention in its chapter on cultural exchanges and international trade the cultural cooperation protocols annexed to international
agreements. Whereas the Green Paper explains that “the EU’s perspective in international cultural exchanges and trade is framed by the 2005 UNESCO convention on the protection and promotion of the
diversity of cultural expressions”, it fails to explain the European Commission’s strategy of negotiating
cultural cooperation protocols in bilateral or regional trade agreements, although they are presented
as implementation tools of the UNESCO convention.

Recital 69, which notes that on-demand audiovisual media services “should, where practicable,
promote the production and distribution of European works and thus contribute actively to the promotion of cultural diversity” proposes a third measure of support for European works: the attractive
presentation of European works in electronic programme guides.

Since 2008, the European Coalitions for Cultural Diversity have alerted the European cultural sector
and interpellated the European Commission’s representatives on the danger of a systematic inclusion of cultural cooperation protocols in bilateral trade agreements (http://www.coalitionfrancaise.
org/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/Barroso-Coree-18-03-09.pdf and http://www.coalitionfrancaise.
org/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/declaration050509.pdf).

The Directive does not provide ﬁgures neither for the ﬁnancial contribution nor for the share and/or
prominence of European works in the catalogues. Member States should nevertheless include such
recommendations in their national law by providing the minimum ﬁgures that should be met. It is up to
the Member States to determine this share and the level of the ﬁnancial contribution according to the
local characteristics of their markets.

In 2009, the French Coalition for Cultural Diversity has been invited by the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs to discuss the issue and to elaborate with the French administration a communication calling
for a new European Union external cultural strategy (http://www.coalitionfrancaise.org/eng/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/comm_fr_strat_culturelle_ext_eng.pdf).

The ﬁnancial contribution of on-demand services could consist of the obligation to invest a share
of the turnover of the service concerned in the production and rights acquisition of European works
(the investment rate could increase according to the turnover) and/or to contribute to the national
ﬁlm and audiovisual production fund, following the existing obligations of broadcasters in a number of
European countries. Alternatively or simultaneously, catalogues should contain an important proportion of European works.

The conclusions of this communication are shared by the European Coalitions for Cultural Diversity.
It sets the guidelines for the negotiation of speciﬁc frameworks for cultural cooperation and develops
a strategy of negotiation that is both comprehensive and differentiated, ensuring the autonomy of the
cultural sector and the implementation of an ambitious and coherent European cultural policy.
At meetings with representatives of European Commissioners De Gucht and Vassiliou in May 2010,
the European Coalitions for Cultural Diversity were reassured that the Commission heard the concerns
of the cultural sector and changed its strategy in order not to repeat the cultural cooperation protocol annexed to the EU/South Korea free trade agreement in other negotiations. However, no communication presenting this new strategy has been published so far. Therefore, the details of this new
strategy and the responsible administrations, both at EU and national levels, remain unclear.

Detailed indications, including ﬁgures where possible, will be necessary to make these obligations
concrete and allow a follow-up at European level. Unfortunately, it appears that the implementation
of Article 13 of the Directive in the Member States rarely includes ﬁgures to be met by the on-demand
audiovisual media services.
At this stage, it seems that only a few countries have set a mandatory minimum share for European
works in the catalogues of programmes offered: the Spanish law of 31 March 2010 stipulates that 30%
must be European works, of which 50% Spanish, while the French draft decree to implement the law
of 5 March 2009 requires a 60% share for European works and a 40% share thereof for French works in
catalogues (the proportions are the same as those set for the broadcasting quotas).

ECCD calls therefore on the Commission to publish the new strategy as soon as possible and to
open a speciﬁc civil society public consultation process on this issue.

ECCD strongly supports Article 13 of the Directive and calls for its strict and careful implementation
by all Member States. It believes that, unless encouraged by ﬁnancial incentives or regulatory measures, most of the online platforms would only market what is currently available in cinemas and would
neglect this incredible opportunity that the online exploitation of European works represents for the
circulation, visibility and success of European cinema and audiovisual programmes.

9. How to accelerate the spill-over effects of CCIs on other industries and society at large? How can
effective mechanisms for such knowledge diffusion be developed and implemented?

Towards a creative economy: the spillovers of CCIs

The economic spill-over effects of cultural and creative industries on other industries and society at
large are well-known and widely recognised. The Green paper quotes ﬁgures from the study on the
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Rights’ collective management societies are both full actors of the cultural and creative industries
taking into account their role and activities, and intermediaries between the creators’ community on
one hand and businesses, administrations and education institutions which make use of their works on
the other hand.

economy of culture in Europe conducted by KEA for the European Commission in 2006 and from the
UNCTAD 2008 report on Creative Economy.
A more recent study conducted by TERA Consultants in March 2010 for the International Chamber
of Commerce shows that the core creative industries in the EU27 are estimated to generate almost
€560 billion in value added in 2008, which represent a contribution of 4.5% of the total EU GDP. If we
add the non-core creative industries, such as the manufacture and sale of hardware and non-dedicated industries such as transport, the value added is approximately €860 billion, representing an estimated 6.9% share of EU GDP. In terms of employment, the core creative industries account for 8.5 million of jobs in 2008 or 3.8% of the total workforce. With the non-core creative industries, employment is
14 million or 6.5% of the total EU workforce. A principal goal of the study was to evaluate the economic
consequences of digital piracy on the creative industries. It estimates that approximately €10 billion
and more than 185 000 jobs were lost in Europe in the creative industries due to piracy in 2008 (http://
www.teraconsultants.fr/assets/publications/PDF/2010-Mars-Etude_Piratage_TERA_full_report-En.pdf).

In instances where the individual enforcement or management of rights would not be appropriate
due to the large number and variety of uses of a work, rights holders have chosen to have their rights
represented collectively through collective management societies. The societies negotiate and collect rights payments from the various private and public entities that use protected works and distribute them to rights holders. The societies also defend the interests and rights of their members.
European collective management societies are ready to play an increased and active role in the
CCIs, in particular in the online environment.

The European Commission should commission its own studies based on a clear and well accepted
methodology to monitor on a regular basis the economic weight of the cultural and creative industries and its spill-over effects on other industries and society at large. This would be the most efﬁcient
mechanism for the diffusion of such knowledge among the Directorates General in charge of other
policies, as a basis for an efﬁcient implementation of Article 167.4 of the Treaty (ex-Article 151 EC).
Against this background, the Green Paper announces that the Commission will be working on three
major policy frameworks: the Digital Agenda for Europe, the “Innovation Union” ﬂagship initiative and
the Strategy on Intellectual Property (p. 7 and 8 of the Green Paper). However, as mentioned in the
Platform recommendations, the effective implementation of Article 167.4 should be ensured through
the mainstreaming of culture in all Community policies, particularly in competition, internal market,
information society, social affairs, trade and industry policies. It is then up to DG Culture and Education, with the support of the President of the European Commission, to put in place the appropriate
mechanisms to ensure such an effective implementation in other policies.
However, we noted with great disappointment that the European Union Strategy 2020 published
on 3rd March 2010, which deﬁnes and sets the course of the evolution of the EU over the next 10 years,
unfortunately neglects the signiﬁcance and importance of culture in the economic and social development of Europe.
10. How can „creative partnerships“ be promoted between CCIs and education institutions / businesses / administrations?
The Green Paper rightfully mentions that cultural and art education has an important role to play in
maximising the links between culture and education so as to promote creativity in a life-long perspective and that media literacy education is also important to promote participation in the cultural life of
society as the medias are very important means for the distribution of cultural content.
It should be added as mentioned in the answer to question 1 that digital technologies which make
it so easy to copy and disseminate works call for an increased need for education on the nature and
value of intellectual property rights. In this context, ECCD calls for intellectual property education and
awareness campaigns addressing the nature and value of intellectual property rights in schools, universities, businesses and administrations.
11. How to support the better use of existing intermediaries and the development of a variety of
intermediaries acting as an interface between artistic and creative communities and CCIs on the one
hand, and education institutions / businesses and administrations, on the other hand?
Trade unions negotiate agreements to further disseminate the works of content creators and performers and can interact fully with educational institutions to foster an appreciation and understanding of artistic works, as well as respect for intellectual property. In many cases, these agreements are
managed by collective management societies.
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Lithuanian Law on Artistic Creators

2) his artistic creation is depicted in encyclopaedias or included in study programmes of general
education, vocational training, college and higher education, approved by the Minister of Education
and Science;
3) his artistic creation has been honoured with a national cultural and art prize of Lithuania, an art
prize of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, an international art prize or a laureate’s diploma
of a professional art competition;

REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA

4) his artistic works have been acquired by national museums or galleries of Lithuania or foreign
states;

LAW
ON ARTISTIC CREATORS AND THEIR ORGANISATIONS

5) the degree of doctor, habilitated doctor has been awarded to the person for artistic creation
conforming to the grounds for recognition referred to in subparagraphs 1-4 of paragraph 1 of this
Article, or for articles, reviews on artistic creation, published in art publications of Lithuania or foreign
states, as well as for research activities in an appropriate art ﬁeld;

15 August 1996 No I-1494
Vilnius
(As last amended on 28 September 2004 No IX-2454)

6) an academic title of professor and (or) docent has been conferred on the person – lecturer of art
studies of higher education establishments for artistic creation and academic activities.

CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL PROVISIONS

2. The status of organisation of artistic creators shall be granted to an association, if it conﬁrms to all
the grounds for granting the status of organisation of artistic creators:
1) not less than 25 artistic creators have founded an association;

Article 1. Purpose of the Law

2) all association members are artistic creators;

This Law shall establish the grounds and procedure for granting and revoking the status of artistic
creator and organisation of artistic creators.

3) the association promotes professional (high mastery) artistic creation, its diversity and dissemination;
4) the association creates conditions for artistic creation, creative activities and professional development of its members;

Article 2. Main deﬁnitions
1. Artistic creator means a natural person, granted the status of artistic creator, who creates artistic
works, as well as performs, interprets them artistically and thus adds a new artistic value to them.

5) the association arranges for accessibility of artistic works to the public.

2. Organisation of artistic creators means an association, granted the status of organisation of artistic creators, which unites artistic creators according to the art ﬁelds or combinations of such ﬁelds.
Its goals are to carry out artistic programmes, to protect creative, professional, social rights, copyright
and related rights of artistic creators, to represent artistic creators in accordance with the procedure
laid down by laws.

Article 4. Statutes of an Organisation of Artistic Creators
Apart from the mandatory information provided for in the Civil Code and the Law on Associations,
statutes of an organisation of artistic creators must indicate that artistic creation of new members admitted to the organisation should meet the requirements laid down in paragraph 1 of Article 3 of this
Law.

3. Artistic work means an original result of artistic creation, regardless of a mode and form of expression.

Article 5. Manner of granting the status of artistic creator

4. Artistic creation means activity resulting in artistic works or adding a new artistic value to artistic
works by performing, interpreting them artistically.

1. The status of artistic creator shall be granted in the following manner:

5. Art assessment professional means a person with a higher university education and qualiﬁcation
of assessor of an appropriate art ﬁeld (art critic, art philosopher, specialist in aesthetics), who has published studies, articles, reviews on contemporary art issues in Lithuanian or foreign publications.

1) on the decision of an organisation of artistic creators, when admitting to this organisation a person whose artistic creation conforms to at least one of the grounds for granting the status of artistic
creator, laid down in paragraph 1 of Article 3 of this Law;
2) in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 7 of this Law, if a person does not belong
to an organization of artistic creators.

CHAPTER TWO
GROUNDS AND PROCEDURE FOR GRANTING AND REVOKING THE STATUS
OF ARTISTIC CREATOR AND ORGANISATION OF ARTISTIC CREATORS

2. The Minister of Culture shall approve the granting of the status of artistic creator.

Article 3. Grounds and conditions of granting the status of artistic creator and organisation of artistic creators

Article 6. Council for Granting the Status of Artistic Creator and the Status of Organisation of Artistic Creators

1. The status of artistic creator shall be granted to a person who creates professional (high mastery)
art, if artistic creation of such person conforms to at least one of the following grounds for granting the
status of artistic creator:

1. The Ministry of Culture shall set up the Council for Granting the Status of Artistic Creator and the
Status of Organisation of Artistic Creators (hereinafter referred to “the Council”). The Council, carrying
out expert and consultant functions, shall grant the status of artistic creator and the status of organisation of artistic creators.

1) his artistic creation has been positively evaluated by art assessment professionals in their monographs, studies, articles or reviews-recommendations and thus recognised as professional;

2. The Council shall consist of 15 members. The term of ofﬁce of the Council shall be two years. Organisations of artistic creators shall each nominate to the Ministry of Culture one candidate for Council
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members. The Minister of Culture shall appoint 12 Council members, representing different art ﬁelds,
from among these candidates and the remaining 3 Council members – from art assessment professionals and competent specialists of other ﬁelds.

5. The Minister of Culture shall approve a decision of the Council to grant or to refuse to grant the
status of artistic creator or the status of organisation of artistic creators within 14 working days from the
day of receipt of such decision. This fact shall be communicated in writing to the interested persons
within 5 days from the date of approval of the Council decision.

3. The Council Statutes, composition and the rules on payment for services rendered by its members
shall be approved by the Minister of Culture.

6. In the cases when the status of artistic creator is granted in the manner prescribed in subparagraph 1 of paragraph 1 of Article 5, the Minister of Culture, taking into consideration the lists of artistic
creators submitted by organisations of artistic creators and the taken decisions to grant the status of
artistic creator, shall approve the grating of the status of artistic creator within 14 working days from
the date of receipt of the said documents. Organisations of artistic creators shall be informed in writing
about this within 5 working days from the date of approval of the decision of an organisation of artistic
creators.

4. The Council shall check once a year whether or not the statutes and activities of organisations of
artistic creators meet the requirements of this Law. Rules on examining organisations of artistic creators
shall be approved by the Minister of Culture.
5. When the Council carries out a check, an organisation of artistic creators must present to it a
copy of its statutes, a list of its members and a report on its activities, drawn up in compliance with
Article 10 of the Law on Association.

7. The status of artistic creator or the status of organisation of artistic creators shall be deemed
granted from the date of approval of the decision of the Council or the organisation of artistic creators.

Article 7. Procedure for Granting the Status of Artistic Creator and the Status of Organisation of Artistic Creators

Article 8. Deprivation of the Status of Artistic Creator and the Status of Organisation
of Artistic Creator

1. Applications of persons concerning the grating of the status of artistic creator or the status of
organisation of artistic creators shall, with the exception of the cases referred to in paragraph 6 of this
Article, be considered and decisions shall be taken by the Council in accordance with the procedure
laid down by the rules on grating the status of artistic creator or the status of organisation of artistic
creators. The Minister of Culture shall approve these rules.

1. The status of artistic creator shall deprived:
1) in the event of the artistic creator’s death;
2) when the Council establishes that a person has acquired the status of artistic creator after furnishing incorrect documents concerning his artistic creation, and takes a decision to revoke the status of
artistic creator. The Minister of Culture shall approve this decision.

2. A natural person who seeks the status of artistic creator must, together with an application, submit to the Council the following documents:
1) a copy of the document conﬁrming his identity;

2. The status of organisation of artistic creators shall be deprived:

2) a list of the main artistic works and bibliography;

4) copies of the documents conﬁrming that the artistic works created by him are included study
and training programmes, that they have been acquired by museums;

1) when the Council establishes that the organisation of artistic creators does not conform to the
grounds laid down in paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the Law, and takes a decision to revoke the status
of organisation of artistic creators. The Minister of Culture shall approve this decision. The interested
persons shall be informed in writing about the decision to revoke the status of organisation of artistic
creators within 5 working days from the date of approval of the decision;

5) copies of the documents conﬁrming that his artistic creation conforms to the grounds for granting
the status of artistic creator, laid down in paragraph 1 of Article 3 of this Law.

2) when an organisation of artistic creators ceases to exist in accordance with the procedure laid
down by laws.

3) copies of the documents which conﬁrm the awarding of prizes, conferring of a title of competition laureate, a scientiﬁc degree, an academic title;

3. An association seeking the status of organisation of artistic creators must, together with an application, submit to the Council the following documents:

Article 9. Accumulation of data on artistic creators and organisations of artistic
creators

1) a copy of the statutes of an association;
2) a copy of the memorandum of association;
4) a list of the association members and copies of the decisions of the Council or organisation of
artistic creators, approved by the Minister of Culture, proving that its members have been granted the
status of artistic creators;

1. Data on artistic creators and organisations of artistic creators shall be accumulated within the
computerised information system of the Ministry of Culture in the manner prescribed by the Minister of
Culture. The Council and organisations of artistic creators shall furnish the data, except orders of the
Minister of Culture regarding the granting of the status of artistic creator and the status of organisation
of artistic creator.

5) a report on the association activities since its start, prepared in compliance with Article 10 of the
Law on Associations.

2. The following data of an artistic creator shall be entered in the computerised information system
of artistic creators and organisations of artistic creators:

4. The Council, having considered the applications and established that the natural person’s artistic creation, the statutes of the association, the memorandum of association, the composition of the
members and the activities meet the requirements of this Law, shall take a decision to grant the status
of artistic creator or the status of organisation of artistic creators. Having established that the natural
person’s artistic creation, the statutes of the association, the memorandum of association, the composition of the members and the activities do not meet the requirements of this Law, the Council shall
take a decision to refuse to grant the status of artistic creator or the status of organisation of artistic
creators.

1) the date and registration number of an order of the Minister of Culture regarding the granting of
the status of artistic creator;

3) a copy of the certiﬁcate of registration of a legal person;

2) the name (names), surname (surnames) of the artistic creator;
3) personal number of the artistic creator.
3. The following data of an organisation of artistic creators shall be entered in the computerised
information system of artistic creators and organisations of artistic creators:
1) the date and registration number of an order of the Minister of Culture regarding the granting of
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Current addresses of participating NC´s

the status of organisation of artistic creators;
2) the identiﬁcation code;
3) the name;
4) the head ofﬁce (address), telephone number and, if available, fax number, e-mail address;
5) the names, surnames and personal numbers of the members of the organisation of artistic creators.

CHAPTER THREE
PROMOTION OF CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARTISTIC CREATORS
AND ORGANISATIONS OF ARTISTIC CREATORS
Article 10. The right of an artistic creator and an organisation of artistic creators to
State support
1. State scholarships and prizes shall be granted with the aim to promote artistic creation of an
artistic creator.
2. The Government shall lay down the procedure for granting State scholarships and prizes to artistic
creators.

Estonia

Daniela Koweindl
IG Bildende Kunst
Gumpendorferstr. 10-12 1
060 Wien
Austria
ofﬁce@igbildendekunst.at

Jaan Elken
Estonian Artists Association
Vabaduse Square 6
101 46 Tallin
Estonia
ekl@eaa.ee, jaan@eaa.ee

Belgium

Germany

Francis Desiderio
29 Rue Renardi
4000 Liége
Belgium
francis.desiderio@skynet.be

Werner Schaub
IGBK
Wilhelmstrasse 50
101 17 Berlin
Germany
art@igbk.de

Canada

3. An artistic creator shall have the right to bring, in the manner prescribed by the Government, into
the Republic of Lithuania the artistic works created by him during the events held by the foreign states
other than the member states of the European Union.

April Britski
Executive Director
CARFAC National
2 Daly Ave., Suite 250
Ottawa, ON, K1N 6E2
Canada
www.carfac.ca, director@carfac.ca

4. Other rights of an artistic creator to State support and social guarantees shall be set out by other
laws and legal acts.
5. Creative programmes of organisations of artistic creators shall be ﬁnanced with appropriations of
the State budget allotted for the Ministry of Culture.

Cyprus

I promulgate this Law passed by the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania.

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

Austria

Christos Symeonides
P.O.BOX 22436
Nicosia
Cyprus
chrisimos@cytanet.com.cy, iaa.eur@gmail.com

ALGIRDAS BRAZAUSKAS

Czech Republic
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Iceland
Hrafnhildur Siguraardottir
SIM
The Association of Icelandic Visual Artists
Hafnarstraeti 16
P.O.BOX. 1115
121 Reykjavik
Iceland
hrafnhildur@sim.is

Ireland
Noel Kelly
Visual Artists Ireland
37 North Great George s Street
Dublin 1
Republic of Ireland

Oskar Brůža
Union of Visual Artists of Czech Republic
POB 284
601 00 Brno
Czech Republic
uvucr@uvucr.cz

Israel

Denmark

Latvia

Anders Werdelin
Billedkunstnernes Forbund
Vingaardstraede 21, 1,th.,
1070 Copenhagen K
Denmark
bkf@bkf.de

Janis Spalvins
11 novembra kr. 35
Riga
LV 1050
Latvia
spalvinsh@inbox.lv

Hedva Shemesh
Jerusalem, Ein kerem d-23
Israel
hed-art@zahav.net.il

IAA Europe e-mail contacts

Liechtenstein

Poland

Martin Walch
BBKL
Postfach 52
9494 Schaan
Liechtenstein
info@bbkl.li

Maria Moroz
Zwiazek polskich artystow plastykow NC IAA
Nowy Swiat 7/6
00-496 Warszawa
Poland
maja.moroz@xl.wp.pl

Lithuania

Slovakia

Austria, Daniela Koweindl, IG Bildende Kunst .................................... ofﬁce@igbildendekunst.at

Eugenijus Nalevaika
Lithuanian Artists Association
Vokiečiu str. 4/2
LT-01130 Vilnius
Lithuania
info@ldsajunga.lt

Pavol Kráľ
Slovak Union of Visual Arts
Dostojevského rad 2
811 09 Bratislava
Slovakia
kral@svu.sk
kozarova@svu.sk, ofﬁce@svu.sk, www.svu.sk

Azerbaijzan ...........................................................................................................................................

Luxembourg
Jean-Pierre Adam
Association des Artistes plastiquens
du Luxembourg
58 Rue Tattenberg
L-3569 Dudelange
Luxembourg
njpadam@yahoo.fr

Monaco
Marie Tirole
Committee National Monegasque
des Arts Plastiques
10 Quai Antoine 1er
98 000 Monaco
Comiteaiapunesco@monaco.mc

Netherlands
Theodor Schohln
Beroepsvereniging van Beeldende
Kunstenaars
Uiterwaardenstraat 209
1079 CN Amsterdam
Netherlands
bbk@bbknet.nl

Armenia .................................................................................................................................................

Belarus ...................................................................................................................................................
Belgium, Francis Desiderio, Member of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, Belgium .............
............................................................................................................... francis.desiderio@skynet.be
Bosna, Ibrahim Spahić, BiH ............................................................... ibrahim.spahic1@gmail.com

Sweden

Bulgaria .................................................................................................................................................

Joran Osterman
IAA / KRO
Swedish Artists National Organization
Arstaangsvagen 45B
SE 117 43, Stockholm
Sweden
kro@kro.se, joran.osterman@gmail.se

Canada, April Britski, CARFAC ........................................................................ director@carfac.ca
Cyprus, Christos Symeonides, President of IAA Europe ...................................................................
............................................................................ chrisimos@cytanet.com.cy, iaa.eur@gmail.com
Czech Republic, Oskar Brůža, Union of Visual Artists of Czech Republic ......... uvucr@uvucr.cz
Denmark, Anders Werdelin, Billedkunstnernes Forbund ..................................................................
.......................................................................................anderswerdelin@hotmail.com, bkf@bkf.dk

Switzerland

Estonia, Jaan Elken, Estonian Artists Association .............................. jaan@eaa.ee, ekl@eaa.ee

Alex Meszmer
visual arts association Visarte
Kasernenstr. 23
8004 Zurich
Switzerland
ofﬁce@visarte.ch

Finland ...................................................................................................................................................
France, Denise Bigot, French National Committee of the AIAP ...... denise.bigot@wanadoo.fr
Georgia, Georgii Djanberidze .................................................................... artistsunion@posta.ge
Germany, Werner Schaub, Adviser of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, IGBK ....................
.......................................................................................................................................... art@igbk.de

Turkey
Bedri Baykam
Turkish Artists Association UPSD
UPSD Macka Demokrasi Parki Islik Sisli
Istanbul
Turkey
baykambedri@yahoo.com, upsd@upsd.org.tr

Norway

United Kingdom

Grete Marstein
NBK
Norwegian Association of Arts
Grubbegata 14
0179 Oslo
Norway
iaa@billedkunst.no

Sally Sheinman
c/o AIR Secretariat, a-n
The Artists Information Company
7-15 Pink Lane
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 5 DW
United Kingdom
sheinmans@aol.com

Greece, Lily Bakoyannis ............................................................................................. eete@eete.gr
Hungary, Gyula Enyey .........................................................................................................................
Iceland, Hrafnhildur Sigurdardottir, Sim Ofﬁce Iceland .................................... hrafnhildur@sim.is
Iceland, Aslaug Thorlacius, Treasurer of IAA Europe .................... thorlaciusaslaug@gmail.com
Ireland, Noel Kelly, Visual Artists Ireland ....................... noel@visualartists.ie, info@visualartists.ie
Israel, Hedva Shemesh, Israel ........................................................................ hed-art@zahav.net.il
Italien .....................................................................................................................................................
Kazakstan ..............................................................................................................................................
Latvia, Jánis Spalvinš, Latvia ...................................................... spalvinsh@inbox.lv, info@msav.lv
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Liechtenstein, Stephan Sude, Adviser of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, Liechtenstein ..
............................................................................................................................................ info@bbkl.li

Media response to C ongress
and General Assembly

Lithuania, Eugenijus Nalevaika, Lithuanian Artists Association ........................ info@ldsajunga.lt
Lithuania, Vaclovas Krutinis, Member of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, Lithuanian Artists
Association ........................................................... krutinis@ldsajunga.lt, info@artistsassociation.lt
Luxembourg, Jean-Pierre Adam, Association des Artistes plastiquens du Luxembourg ............
.............................................................................................................................. njpadam@yahoo.fr
Moldavia, Rurak Nicolae .....................................................................................................................

*13.10. 2010 Pavol Kral and Andrea Kozarova informed in interview about Congress and
GA in the morning broadcast of most-watched commercial Slovak television – TV Markiza
(recording of the broadcast available on DVD)

Monaco, Christian Giordan, Committee National Monegasque des Arts Plastiques .................
.......................................................... cgiordan@monaco.mc, comiteaiapunesco@monaco.mc

*17.10.2010 Pavol Kral informed about Congress, General Assembly and opening of Lithuanian exhibition in interview for Slovak Radio

Montenegro, Pavel Pejovic, ULUCG, National Committee of Montenegro ........ ulucg@cg.yu

*short movie posted on Youtube, Facebook and IAA Europe blog (http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=lXS0UhbDzqg)

Netherlands, Rob den Boer, Webmaster of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, BBK
Netherlands ............................................................... denboer.rob@gmail.com, bbk@bbknet.nl

*article in BBK Krant newspaper (PDF and printed form) informing about event by Rob den
Boer and article about Danubiana Meulensteen Art Museum by Hans Joachim Schroetter
(available on DVD)

Norway, Grete Marstein, Norwegian Association of Arts .............................. iaa@billedkunst.no
Poland, Maria Moroz, Member of Executive Committee of IAA Europe, Zwiazek polskich
artystow plastykow ......................................................................................... maja.moroz@xl.wp.pl
Republic San Marino, Sabrina Giacomoni .......................................................................................
Romania, Zamﬁr Dumitrescu ...............................................................................................................
Russia, Andrey Kovalchuk, Russian NC IAA ............................................................... aiap@mail.ru
Serbia, Dragoslav Krnajski ....................................................................................................................
Slovakia, Pavol Kráľ, Secretary of IAA Europe, Slovak Union of Visual Arts ...................................
................................................................................................................... kral@svu.sk, ofﬁce@svu.sk
Slovakia, Andrea Kozárová, Assistant to Secretary of IAA Europe, Slovak Union of Visual Arts
......................................................................................................... ofﬁce@svu.sk, kozarova@svu.sk
Slovenia, Tomo Vran ............................................................................................................................
Spain, Julieta De Haro .........................................................................................................................
Sweden, Anders Lidén, Member of Executive Committee of IAA Europe and Coordinator
for Europe, Swedish Artists National Organisation ..........................................................................
.............................................................................................. anders.a.liden@telia.com, kro@kro.se
Sweden, Joran Osterman, Swedish Artists National Organisation ...............................................
.............................................................................................................. joran.osterman@gmail.com
Switzerland, Alex Meszmer, Vice-President of IAA Europe, Visarte ................................................
...................................................................................... meszmer@zeitgarten.ch, ofﬁce@visarte.ch
Turkey, Bedri Baykam, Turkey ............................. baykambedri@yahoo.com, upsd@upsd.org.tr
Ukraina ..................................................................................................................................................
United Kingdom, Sally Sheinman, AIR - Artists Interaction and Representation ...........................
.............................................................................. air.secretariat@a-n.co.uk, sheinmans@aol.com
Ofﬁce IAA Europe ............................................................................................. iaa.eur@gmail.com
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On behalf of Executive Committee IAA Europe let us please thank all who contributed to preparation and conduct of event and all present delegates and observers for their active participation in the Congress and General Assembly.
Executive Committee of IAA Europe
Members:
Christos Symeonides
Alex Meszmer
Pavol Kral
Aslaug Thorlacius
Anders Lidén
Francis Desiderio
Vaclovas Krutinis
Maria Moroz

- President, NC of IAA in Cyprus
- Vice-President, NC of IAA in Switzerland
- Secretary, NC of IAA in Slovakia
- Treasurer, NC of IAA in Iceland
- Coordinator for Europe, NC of IAA in Sweden
- NC of IAA in Belgium
- NC of IAA in Lithuania
- NC of IAA in Poland

Advisers:
Werner Schaub
Stephan Sude

- NC of IAA in Germany
- NC of IAA in Liechtenstein

Webmaster:
Rob den Boer

- NC of IAA in the Netherlands

Assistant to Secretary:
Andrea Kozarova

- NC of IAA in Slovakia

……………. and at the very end select from many cordial responses to the event:
… First of all, I have to say thank you for organizing the GA and Congress in such a short time. I think
you have done a great deal of work in hosting IAA Europe in Bratislava … (Alex, Oct 18, 2010)
… You did a fantastic job, everything was very well organized, I enjoyed the city too and of course
your fantastic building! ... (Rob, Oct 18, 2010)
… The organization was just perfect ... (Francis, Oct 19, 2010)
... Bratislava has shown itself as a worm and friendly place ... (Stephan, Oct 19, 2010)
... We all left our heart in Bratislava ... (Christos, Oct 20, 2010)
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